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Pfizer-Moderna mix shot down in T&T
Mourning TO man denied entry to attend mother’s funeral

www.omesh.com

Toronto – It was a case of not all Covid-vaccines being now reopening borders as the Covid-19 pandemic appears
equal when Canadian national Alan Preddie traveled from to recede. As was reported last month, there have been
Toronto to Port-of-Spain, Trinidad and Tobago. He was in other emergent episodes where Canadian nationals visiting
mourning when he touched down at the Piarco International Caribbean destinations are being told by health authorities at
Airport on July 22 with his wife and relatives, the purpose of these locations that some inoculation mixes are not approved
the visit being to attend his mother’s funeral.
for entry.
Fully inoculated with a Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna
Early last month CBC News reported an incredulous
mix, to his consternation
London, Ontario man had
and anguish, Preddie was
discovered his ineligibility to
informed by airport health
enter Barbados after he was
authorities at Piarco that his
informed by airport authorivaccination status was unacties there that he would have
ceptable.
to be quarantined due to his
With this vaccination
inoculation mix of Covid-19
mix not being approved by
doses. However, by the midthe WHO, and consequentdle of last month Barbados
ly not by the government
had reversed its position on
of Trinidad and Tobago,
quarantining visitors with
Preddie was informed he
mixed vaccinations.
would have to enter into a
Then came Preddie’s
14-day State quarantine at
heart-breaking encounter at
his expense. An estimated
Piarco in Trinidad on July
cost to be housed at a State22. As was reported, Preddie
Alan Preddie with his late mother
approved quarantine facility
looked on as other members
in Trinidad and Tobago is approximately (Can) $3,000.
of his family were allowed to enter Trinidad with two sameAs CTV News reported last week, Preddie choose not to dose, full vaccinations.
quarantine in Trinidad and Tobago, and so was put on the
“I was placed on the next flight to Toronto. I was so angry.
next flight back to Toronto.
I’m so angry because the Canadian government told me to
Preddie’s unsettling encounter with the non-acceptance of take these vaccines and it would be okay. I trusted them and
See Page 12: Humanitarian
mixed vaccines is part of an emerging pattern with nations

Muslims ‘cautiously optimistic’ after summit

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219

www.omesh.com

Ottawa – The National Summit on Islamophobia with
the government of Canada was an important step to take in
the aftermath of the June 6 terror attack, National Council
of Canadian Muslims CEO, Mustafa Farooq said last month.
“We are cautiously optimistic that change will follow,
and as we engage with various levels of the government
across Canada, we will not
stop until change comes,”
Farooq declared following
the July 22 event.
He added, “We will not
stop until we work to challenge all forms of xenophobia, and challenging systemic racism and Islamophobia
alongside other Canadians
Mustapha Farooq
and our allies.”
The summit was organised by the Federal Anti-Racism
Secretariat, and was convened by the Honourable Bardish
Chagger, Minister of Diversity and Inclusion and Youth.
It was undertaken after the call was made by the London
Muslim Mosque, along with hundreds of Muslim organisations and allies following the tragic June 6 attack in London,
Ontario, that saw the horrific killing of four members of a
Muslim family.
The call out of London was taken up by Ottawa later in
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June, after MPs voted unanimously in favour of a motion
calling for the national summit on Islamophobia.
As Canada Newswire reported late last month, the event
provided a national platform for Muslim communities to
identify concrete ways to combat Islamophobia across the
country.
On July 22, federal
ministers, Members of
Parliament, and officials
from provincial and municipal governments, listened
to the lived experiences of
Muslim Canadians from
across the country, CNW
reported.
It saw attendees identifying ways the federal govJustin Trudeau
ernment should work with
Muslim communities to implement federal anti-racism initiatives that address Islamophobia, and hate-fueled violence.
The event was opened by Prime Minister Justin Trudeau.
During his remarks, Trudeau reiterated his government’s
solidarity with Muslim communities across Canada, its
commitment to combat and denounce Islamophobia, and all
forms of racism and discrimination, CNW reported.
Said Trudeau: “Muslim Canadians across the country
See Page 5: Govt issues
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Guyana, T&T
adjust entry
requirements
Georgetown – The governments of Guyana and
Trinidad and Tobago have
both made recent adjustments to entry requirements for foreigners traveling to Georgetown and
Port-of-Spain.
On Sunday, Guyana’s
health ministry indicated
that all arriving foreigners must be fully vaccinated, and will be required
to present a Vaccination
Passport or Proof of
Vaccination document for
inspection upon arrival.
According
to
the
Ministry of Health release,
“Fully Vaccinated refers to
See Page 9: T&T
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Rent Buster

Tridel Luxury Condo

Nice! Neat & Nifty. Luxury suite features laminate &
ceramic floors. A sparkling clean unit with an open
balcony overlooking the ravine. Features include a
spacious bedroom, open concept living & dining
room. Space saver kitchen with built in microwave,
dishwasher, & laundry. It’s a bargain.

$829,000

$969,000

Luxury Townhome

Quiet Etobicoke Court

Spacious home with 4 bedrooms, 4 washrooms,
laneway double car garage, large deck, open
concept living, and dining room, spacious kitchen,
main floor office and a warm family room. Freshly
painted and professionally cleaned. Short walk to
Mount Pleasant GO.

This well-kept bungalow sits on a quiet court in
Etobicoke. Features 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, open
concept living & dining room, eat in kitchen, a
garage & a side entrance to a finished basement
apartment. Includes 2 stoves, 2 fridges, washer &
dryer.

Too Many Upgrades!

Charm, Warmth, & Elegance

$679,900

Stunning sun-drenched home offers modern &
unique characters. The family room is wired for a
home theatre system, see-through gas fireplace
in living & dining room, kitchen with gleaming
porcelain, large deep sink & granite counters.
There are 4 bedrooms & 3 washrooms.
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Here is a clean, well-kept suite with a spacious
living and dining room, open balcony, spacious
gourmet kitchen, laundry room, and an inviting
dining room. Includes one covered parking. Call
today.

$539,900

Step Out of the City!

Quiet country living, just minutes from a vibrant
Town Centre. There are 4 bdrms, 1.5 bath, heated
workshop, a stable with hydro. Property offers
close to 2 acres of privacy & you even get to enjoy
your own apple trees. Extras: built-in microwave,
stove, fridge, dryer, washer, & hot water tank.
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Well-cared for home with a private driveway,
internal access from garage, great room with 16’
ceiling, and open brick wood burning fireplace,
inviting dining room, gourmet kitchen, laundry
room on the upper level, laminate and hardwood
floors, and a finished basement. A rare find.

$649,000

Life Is Short! Live it!

Spacious 4 bdrm home with op. for commercial
use. Over 3,500 sq ft! Uses: residential, bed &
breakfast, small business & store. Sunrm on main
& 2nd flr to enjoy a.m. coffee. Detached 2 car
garage w/ wood stove. Reno. 3rd flr loft w/ 4 pc
ensuite & oversized driveway w/ ample parking.
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Ministers’ forum discusses future immigration
Ottawa – The Forum of Ministers Responsible for
Immigration met virtually on July 28 to discuss the future of
immigration in Canada as the country looks towards growth
and economic recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic.
The FMRI is a Federal-Provincial/Territorial decision-making body with the goal of supporting a flexible, timely and effective immigration system for Canada.
Although the pandemic created some disruptions to Canada’s
immigration
system,
Ministers in attendance had
an opportunity to reflect
on lessons learned, and to
reaffirm their commitment
to an FPT relationship that
supports timely, and meaningful partnership and collaboration.
Over the last year, FPT
governments have implemented a number of facilitative measures and innovations to adapt the immigration system to challenges posed by the pandemic,
Arlene
including offering virtual
services for clients, and adjusting programming for provincial
nominees and international students.
Last week, participating Ministers took stock of progress
made towards achieving the FPT Strategic Plan for Immigration,
which they had approved in July 2020. Ministers in attendance
noted the FMRI’s progress on the SPI’s policy priorities, including immigration levels planning and strengthening regional
economic immigration programs to support the vitality of communities, and to meet labour market needs.
Ministers were encouraged to see that public support for
immigration remains strong in Canada. Immigration will continue to be an important source of economic and population
growth throughout the country, and participating Ministers
agreed to continue to work together to ensure that long-term
FPT immigration goals contribute to Canada’s future prosperity.
To further support Canada’s economic recovery in the
months to come, the FMRI will work to reduce processing times
by exploring improvements to the ways economic immigrants
are selected and their applications processed. It will also work
to enhance collaboration on temporary resident policies, programs, and pathways to permanent residency.
Ministers in attendance also reflected on a multitude of
priorities, including multi-year levels planning with a focus on
economic immigration; the regional distribution of immigration, leveraging the success of the Provincial Nominee Program;

DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET

strengthening Francophone immigration outside of Quebec;
and settlement services for permanent and temporary residents.
Participating Ministers agreed to work together so FPT
immigration programs are complementary and responsive
to regional needs, and support an inclusive and prosperous
Canada.
Following the virtual event, the Honourable Marco E. L.
Mendicino, Minister of Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship
and federal co-chair of the
Forum of Ministers responsible for Immigration noted
that Canada’s immigration
system has played a critical role in the response to
Covid-19, and that it will
continue to help in fuelling
the economic recovery.
He added, “[On July 28]
we had productive discussions with the provinces
and territories on how
to better and more evenly spread the benefits of
immigration across the
Dunn
country. Our ongoing collaboration, further strengthened today, has contributed to valuable initiatives that will help support population growth and a
modern immigration system. Together, we can build a stronger
and more diverse Canada.”
The Honourable Arlene Dunn, Minister Responsible for
Immigration and Minister Responsible for Opportunities New
Brunswick and provincial-territorial co-chair of the Forum of
Ministers responsible for Immigration, noted that the provinces
and territories play a vital role in building an immigration system that Canadians’ value and trust.
She added, “Immigration has never been more critical as we
navigate the unprecedented challenges of the pandemic and
work towards economic recovery and prosperity in all regions
of Canada. [On July 28], we recommitted to meaningful partnership and collaboration among provinces, territories, and the
federal government to achieve flexible and responsive immigration programming that supports our diverse and evolving

Ask us about our:
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labour market and population growth needs and priorities.”
In 2020, FPT Ministers established a vision for immigration
to Canada and a mission for the FMRI. The vision articulates
a co-ordinated strategic plan for an immigration system that
strengthens the positive economic and social benefits of immigration in all parts of Canada.
The FMRI’s mission is to advance joint immigration priorities
and to enhance Canada’s immigration policies and programs.

Govt infrastructure projects for Whitchurch-Stouffville
Whitchurch-Stouffville — Joint funding for two projects
in the Town of Whitchurch-Stouffville to improve community
and municipal infrastructure was announced on July 29 by Dr
Helena Jaczek, the MP for Markham-Stouffville, the Hon Paul
Calandra, MPP for Markham-Stouffville, and Iain Lovatt,
Mayor of Whitchurch-Stouffville.
The Canadian government is investing
$259,376 toward these projects through the
Covid-19 Resilience Infrastructure Stream
of the Investing in Canada Infrastructure
Program, with the Ontario government contributing $64,844.
The two projects will see the planting of
approximately 500 trees across WhitchurchStouffville, and the replacement and construction of new sidewalks.
“This is a good example of how our government’s investments, and working together
with other levels of government, can benefit
communities. These projects, the tree planting and sidewalk improvement, will benefit
Helena
the Town for years to come,” said Jaczek.
The health and well-being of Canadians are top priorities for
Ottawa and Ontario. Also, both governments remain cognisant
that communities across Canada are on the frontlines of the
Covid-19 pandemic, and that they need immediate assistance
to ensure their municipal and community infrastructure is safe
and reliable.
It is for this reason why both levels governments have been
taking decisive action to support families, businesses, and communities, and continue to look ahead to see what more can be
done in these unprecedented times.
On June 9, the Honourable Catherine McKenna, Minister
of Infrastructure and Communities, and provincial partners,
announced over $115.1 million to support municipalities across
the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area, as they respond to the
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impacts of Covid-19.
The Covid-19 stream, implemented in response to the pandemic, allows the government of Canada to invest up to 80 percent in projects that support provinces, and up to 100 percent
in projects that support territories and Indigenous communities
in their response to the pandemic.
Said McKenna: “The Covid-19 pandemic
has had a major impact on the well-being of
all Canadians. As we continue to battle this
crisis, ensuring that residents across Ontario
have access to safe and inclusive municipal
infrastructure is critical.”
She added, “By investing 80 cents on
every dollar toward the important projects
initiated by municipalities, the Government
of Canada is responding to the immediate
pressures and concerns of communities as a
result of the pandemic. Canada’s infrastructure plan invests in thousands of projects,
creates jobs across the country, and builds
stronger, more resilient communities.”
Jaczek
Through the Investing in Canada infrastructure plan, the Canada government is investing more than
$180 billion over 12 years in public transit projects, green infrastructure, social infrastructure, trade and transportation routes,
and Canada’s rural and northern communities.
Ontario is investing over $10.2 billion under the Investing in
Canada Infrastructure Program to improve public transit; community, culture and recreation; green, and rural and northern
community, and other priority infrastructure.
“During this unprecedented time, it is critical that we prioritise our community infrastructure. Supporting infrastructure
projects like these will help us protect families and communities. Through these investments, we’re supporting our province's
economic recovery from Covid-19 and creating healthy and safe
communities across Ontario,” MPP Calandra said.
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Govt issues commitments after Islamophobia talks
Minister of Public Safety and
From Page 1
Emergency Preparedness,
continue to fear for their
and Mary Ng, Minister of
safety and security — this
International Trade and
has to stop. Our government
Minister of Small Business
is engaging with Muslim
and Export Promotion,
communities and stepping
announced funding for 150
up our efforts in the fight
projects representing over $6
against Islamophobia. Hate
million to support commuhas no place in our country,
nities at risk of hate-motivatand we will continue to take
ed crime through SIP.
meaningful action to combat
Chagger later extended
racism and discrimination in
gratitude to the Muslim
every form. Together, we can
groups and individuals for
build a safer and more inclusharing “intersectional and
sive Canada for everyone.”
lived experiences”, and for
CBC
also
reported
the recommendations on
Trudeau saying that government agencies need to On June 6 in London, Ontario, four members making up three genera- how Ottawa can combat
do more to help end the tions of a Muslim family were killed while out for a Sunday walk. In what Islamophobia in all its forms.
Said Chagger: “It is clear
problem. He called on the London police said was a premeditated attack (l-r), daughter Yumna
Canada Revenue Agency Afzaal, her mother Madiha, Talat, and father Salman, were targeted by that Canada is not immune
and federal security agencies a 20-year-old man driving a pick-up truck. Nine-year-old Fayez (not in to hate-motivated violence
and Islamophobia. Recently,
to stop practices that single photo) survived the attack.
we have seen acts fueled by racism and hate
out Muslims, saying, “Institutions should suptargeting Muslim Canadians, and our govport people, not target them.”
ernment knows that words are not enough.
According to the CBC report, the CRA has
Concrete steps must be taken to ensure that we
been accused by civil liberty organisations of
continue working to build a consciously more
unfairly targeting Muslim charities with audits
inclusive country.”
based on insubstantial pretexts. Citing sources
She added, “The summit was another step
in the government, CBC also revealed that
toward a more understanding future, and now
moves are now being made to address such
it is our job in the short term to stop hatetargeting of Muslim charities.
motivated attacks and ensure the safety of tarFollowing the summit, CBC and CNW
geted communities — and in the long-term, to
both reported on a list of commitments that
ensure we are building a country that not only
were released by Ottawa. Included in the list
says we are diverse, but actually has policies
are engaging with Muslim communities on
that reflect that.”
the government’s next anti-racism action plan;
On July 21, the NCCM unveiled 61 recomlooking at adjusting programs such as security
mendations for policymakers at the national
infrastructure for effectiveness, and to be more
summit. These recommendations were a disresponsive to community needs.
tillation of some of the most pressing issues
In the list were also a commitment to
related to violent and systemic Islamophobia in
improving digital literacy, tackling misinforCanada, the NCCM said.
mation, and funding for eight projects that
Among the recommendations were the
address Islamophobia, including fighting back
Bardish Chagger
grams to enhance effectiveness, and to be more call for an Office of the Special Envoy on
against online hate.
Additionally, the government also plans responsive to community needs. As CNW Islamophobia; funding for Muslim storytellto explore potential adjustments to the noted, these programs will continue to dis- ing; reform of the Canada Revenue Agency;
Security Infrastructure Program, Anti-Racism mantle white supremacist groups, monitor hate Criminal Code Amendments to better deal
Action Program, Community Support, groups, and take action to combat hate every- with hate crimes; anti-Islamophobia strategies
in education at the provincial level, municipal
Multiculturalism, and Anti-Racism Initiatives where, including online episodes.
Also, following the summit, Bill Blair, anti-racism campaigns, among others.
Program, and other relevant or related pro-

Rural Ontarians to benefit from high-speed Internet
Ottawa – The government of Canada along
with the government of Ontario last week
announced an historic agreement to bring
high-speed Internet to nearly 280,000 rural
Ontario households in hundreds of communities across the province.
The announcement was made by the
Honourable Chrystia Freeland, Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister of Finance
and Member of Parliament for University –
Rosedale; the Honourable Maryam Monsef,
Minister for Women and Gender Equality and
Rural Economic Development and Member
of Parliament for Peterborough – Kawartha;
the Honourable Kinga Surma, Ontario’s
Minister of Infrastructure and Member of
Provincial Parliament for Etobicoke Centre;
and Dave Smith, Parliamentary Assistant to
the Minister of Northern Development, Mines,
Natural Resources and Forestry (Northern
Development and Mines) and to the Minister of
Indigenous Affairs and Member of Provincial
Parliament for Peterborough – Kawartha.
Under this agreement, both the government
of Canada and the government of Ontario have
partnered to support large-scale, fibre-based
projects that will provide high-speed Internet
access to all corners of the province by 2025.
This historic agreement is being made possible by an equal federal-provincial investment
totalling more than $1.2 billion.
In addition to the moves by both levels of
government, the Canada Infrastructure Bank is
assessing opportunities proposed through the
Universal Broadband Fund to provide addi-

tional financing on a project-by-project basis
toward significant expansion of broadband
in partnership with private and institutional
investors.
Said Freeland: “Broadband is critical infrastructure, and the pandemic has made this
more apparent than ever. Reliable high-speed
Internet allows us to learn, attend school, and
work remotely, and it allows small businesses
to serve customers. But too many rural communities still do not have access to high-speed
Internet.”
She added, “Broadband access is critical for
our country’s economic growth and recovery,
and our government is committed to making sure no community is left behind. This
investment, in partnership with Ontario and
the Canada Infrastructure Bank, will connect nearly 280,000 rural Ontario households
to high-speed Internet. Our government will
continue to work with all partners to connect
as many households as possible, as quickly as
possible, to this essential service.”
Canada-wide, more than 890,000 rural and
remote households are on track to be connected to high-speed Internet as a result of
federal investments. At the end of March 2021,
175,000 rural and remote households had been
connected under projects supported by the
Canadian government. By the end of this year,
over 435,000 households will be connected,
thanks to support from the federal government.
This investment represents a concrete step
forward that will move Ontario almost 40 per-
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cent of the way in its ambitious plan to achieve
100 percent connectivity for all regions in the
province by the end of 2025.
This investment builds on Ontario’s recently
announced investment of up to $14.7 million for 13 new projects under the Improving
Connectivity for Ontario program. This will
provide up to 17,000 homes and businesses
with access to reliable high-speed Internet,
and builds on a range of provincial initiatives
underway that will connect another 70,000
homes and businesses.
Etobicoke Centre’s MPP Surma noted that
the government was “stepping up and delivering on our commitment to achieve 100 percent
access to high-speed Internet across Ontario”.
Additionally, “This investment will help
bring faster access to high-speed Internet to
more families, individuals, and businesses in
communities across the province. We continue
to work hard to ensure that all Ontarians, no
matter where they live, can work, learn, start a
business, access vital services like health care,
connect with family and friends, and thrive in
our digital world.”
Part of Ontario’s plan to achieve 100 percent
connectivity is a recently announced innovative procurement process that is being used to
help connect the vast majority of the remaining underserved and unserved communities.
Procurement under this delivery model, led
by Infrastructure Ontario, will begin later this
summer.
Together, these initiatives are part of
Ontario’s plan to help bring reliable high-speed
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Tim Uppal

Canada’s Conservatives stand
with the Muslim community
Ottawa – The following statement after
the National Summit on Islamophobia was
released by Tim Uppal, Conservative MP for
Mill Woods in Edmonton, Alberta:
“[The July 22] National Summit on
Islamophobia brought together a diverse group
of elected officials, community leaders, and
academics to participate in a discussion on
Islamophobia in Canada.
“The continued rise in hate across our
country, from acts of terror to targeted acts
of violence and harassment, to the vandalism
and arson of places of worship, must be condemned. It also requires collaboration from
every level of government to combat. I’m especially concerned with the numerous attacks
against Muslim women that have occurred in
Edmonton.
“Intolerance and hatred against any faith
group are unacceptable in Canada. Canada’s
Conservatives stand with the Muslim community and reaffirm our commitment to building
a country free from hatred and Islamophobia,
where Canadians of all faiths can live without
fear of violence or persecution.”

Kinga Surma
Internet to more communities across Ontario.
Last week’s announcement builds on the
progress the governments of Canada and
Ontario have already made to improve critical infrastructure in Ontario. This includes
leveraging over $30 billion in federal, provincial, and partner funding for the Investing in
Canada Infrastructure Program. This investment supports over 265 local transit projects;
140 projects in rural and northern areas; over
70 green infrastructure projects; and over 270
community, culture, and recreation projects.
Also, as part of ICIP, Ontario launched the
Covid-19 Resilience Infrastructure stream with
combined federal and provincial funding of
$1.05 billion. This includes up to $250 million
in federal and provincial funding for municipalities to address critical local infrastructure
needs to improve health and safety.
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his week, Canada celebrated its first Emancipation Day
holiday, 183 years after the British Slavery Abolition Act,
effective since August 1, 1834. In the next decades most
countries ended slavery. Former Caribbean colonies celebrate
the holiday on August 1, or the nearest Monday, Trinidad &
Tobago since 1985. Some are prolonged, like
Barbados’ “Season of Emancipation”, April 14 to
August 23, and Jamaica’s Festival Week, Aug 1-6;
some hold three-day Carnivals. Americans had
to fight a civil war to end slavery in 1862-1865;
States observe emancipation between April and
November, now Juneteenth. This year was also Belize’s first.
Slavery had been a global abomination since the world began.
It reflected man’s basest impulses to dominate and exploit others. It subjugated and abused the poor. Slaves were spoils of war
or inter-tribal raids for wives, workers, and property.
For millennia, moral members of society, almost everywhere, had protested its inhumanity, its flagrant expression of
greed, wealth, and power; and tried to end it, as ancient Hindu,
Greek, Roman, and other records show, long before Christ and
Mohamed, whose followers practised it, at first primitively,
then more vigorously, after Columbus stumbled on America
and opened endless vistas for European clashes for territory
and resources. The Renaissance and Reformation transformed
Europe into warrior nations, each eager to develop its new
claims. For Britain it was mainly cotton and tobacco in America,
and sugar in the Caribbean.
The big need was labour, the cheaper the more profitable.
Europe had become all Christian, and centuries earlier, in 873
AD, Pope John VIII had declared it sinful to enslave Christians,
and after hearing reports of Native Americans, various Popes
had prohibited their enslavement.
Enter the discovery of Africa and tolerant, trusting, curious,
and welcoming West Africans, who thus became victims of the
double-dealing European marauders who had found them. The
industrial revolution followed, with rising racial, religious and
colour biases, later enhanced by eugenics and social Darwinism,
which initiated Europe’s savage “Scramble for Africa”.
By the time the slave trade was ended by law in 1807, it had
sold 365,563 slaves in British North America, over 2,221,000 in
the Caribbean colonies and the Guianas (more than one million
in Jamaica alone). As an investment the trade enriched many
Europeans, despite their affirmations of Christianity, including
many, like John Newton, an ally of William Wilberforce, the
advocate of emancipation, who was helped by his friendship
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enial of entry into Port-of-Spain last month
by the government of Trinidad and Tobago to
Toronto resident Alan Preddie due to non-acceptance of his Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna mix of vaccines
understandably puts the heart and the head into conflict.
It also tells us in the diaspora that we must ensure total
and thorough compliance with all Covid-19 regulations at
our destinations when traveling to our homelands.
As we know, Preddie’s journey was for mourning, the
trip taken to attend his mother’s funeral. Sadly, it unraveled upon arrival at the Piarco International Airport after
it was discovered he was inoculated with a vaccine mix not
approved by the World Health Organisation.
Following the guidance from the WHO on approved
vaccines, and on mixing different types, the Trinidad and
Tobago government deemed Preddie to be unvaccinated,
and was thus subject to its regulations requiring a 14-day
quarantine as his own expense. Preddie chose not to quarantine, and was put on a flight back to Toronto.
Among other things, in later responding to Preddie’s
predicament after the international media lit up Trinidad
and Tobago, its National Security Minister Fitzgerald
Hinds maintained that his government’s focus was on
following the WHO’s guidance in protecting his nation’s
inhabitants.
As Hinds noted, the rules of the country were designed,
and are being enforced, to protect Trinidad and Tobago’s
population from the pandemic depredations of Covid-19.
At this time, the nation is in a nightly curfew, with the
numbers of Covid-19 infections and deaths still troubling.
Understandably, such a focus makes Hinds statement
quite reasonable, one that is targeting the needs of the
many: “…I think the greatest humanitarian concern [by his
government] is the concern for 1.4 million human beings
in Trinidad and Tobago. Not just one; all of us,” he declared.
However, like the rest of us who have mourned the loss
of a loved one while contained in isolation and bio-bubbles
abroad, and unable to travel due to closed borders and
Covid-19 no-fly restrictions, and as Hinds also indicated
in his response, there is that inexorable, and unresolvable
emotional content that lifts Preddie’s predicament into a
heartbreaking, humanitarian one.
To make such a difficult call to deny entry for a mother’s
final rites, as was done by Trinidad and Tobago’s government when it returned Preddie to Toronto, is to simultaneously decide and divide.
Understandably, there are members in our diaspora that
are saddened over the outcome where Preddie was unable
to be a pallbearer, and to bid a final adieu to his deceased
mother; then there are those among us who support the
unemotional and scientific rationale being deployed by the
Trinidad and Tobago government, in barring him from
entry into the country based on the WHO’s non-approval
of the Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna blend.
This is difficult ground to manoeuvre on; and more so,
it is yet another of the irreconcilable fallouts engendered
by Covid-19 as it continues its assault in complicating our
biological and social lives.
However, it is not ground that remains unbroken; other
Caribbean nations have already set the precedent. As has
been reported, some Caribbean nations, having encountered visitor arrivals at their borders with a vaccine blend
not approved by the WHO, have since gone ahead and
adjusted their regulations to invite them in.
Earlier this week, Guyana adjusted its regulations to
indicate all visitors with vaccine blends are now allowed
into Georgetown. Also among the other Caribbean nations
allowing visitors who are inoculated with vaccine mixes
are Barbados, Antigua & Barbuda, Jamaica, Cuba, and The
Bahamas.
We extend our sincerest sympathies to Preddie as he
navigates the compounded mourning with the loss of his
mother, and its exacerbation via the harsh decision made
by the Trinidad and Tobago government.
To our diaspora, we advise that trips to our homelands
be carefully planned with Covid-19 regulations in mind.

with Prime Minister William Pitt, and other influential people.
By then, white evangelical Christians had seen that slavery
impeded conversion; British businessmen and industrialists
were calling it a subsidy to colonial plantation owners, not given
to domestic enterprise.
The objections to slavery fell on deaf ears
until its end was inevitable. Blacks had become
Mohan
defenceless victims of hypocrisy and inhumanity;
Ragbeer they were insulted, overlooked, however talented,
and only grudgingly rewarded.
Even best-selling author, Olaudah Equiano,
ex-slave and anti-slavery activist, who displayed all the highest
attributes of the civilised intellectual, was reviled by proponents
of slavery. His book, The Interesting Narrative of the Life of
Olaudah Equiano, or Gustavus Vassa the African, was widely
distributed, and used to coach white reformers!
Emancipation brought neither full freedom, nor understanding. British Dominions imposed a “Whites only” policy until
1965 or later. The US is currently in racial turmoil. It took
Canada 187 years to make Emancipation Day a national holiday.
Canada’s chauvinism was expressed against Black loyalists in
Ontario, settlers in Nova Scotia, and Chinese and Indians in BC.
Queen’s University, Ontario started to ban Black medical
students in 1918, and expelled 15, claiming complaints from
injured WWII soldiers. One of the students was George Boyce,
a Guianese, who went to Scotland, qualified, did a postgraduate
degree in London, but would have found it difficult to practice
there; he returned home, which was not much different as the
Colonial Medical Services did not employ non-white doctors
in hospitals, but accepted them as volunteers, or to serve in
unpopular areas. Dr Boyce eventually got the Mahaica district,
as if by karma, to save my life!
This week’s celebration includes the achievements of Black
and other non-white athletes at the Olympic Games, in both
individual and team sports, from the US, Canada, the Caribbean,
Brazil, all descendants of past slaves.
Jamaica women swept the 100 metres sprint at the Tokyo
Olympic Stadium: Elaine Thompson-Herah (10.61 sec, a
record), gold; Shelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce, 10.74 (silver); and
Shericka Jackson 10.76, bronze! Shades of Beijing, 2008.
Ungrateful British fans insulted three Black players whose
penalty kicks were saved by winning Italian goalie in Euro-2020
final last month. Racism is prevalent in European soccer stadiums. Black retaliation is muted there, but will become more
aggressive where they’re a majority.

Birdsong welcomes mornings in the tropics
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Emancipation day

ne of the thrills when visiting the homeland is being
awakened remarkably early, sitting on the now-antique,
creaking bamboo rocker in the softer grey light of the
coming day, cupping steaming home-ground, aromatic coffee in
both hands, and groggily waiting for the main act of the morning to begin its questioning of the world.
As we know, the audience at a concert is
Romeo
typically entertained by an opening act. It is a
Kaseram
warming-up done by up-and-coming performers to prepare and focus the audience before the
headliner event comes on stage.
Back home this warm-up opening act starts just after 3 a.m.
Into the lighter sleep in the morning hours come the strut, strut,
strutting of imperial feet. Even as the roosters prepare for their
diurnal performance, sleepy hens grumble, irritated as large,
clumsy feet step on delicate, feminine toes in its march upwards
to territorial perches on the rooftops of chicken coops.
The opening lines are typically raspy croaks, the younger
roosters feeling for notes on the scale, the more youthful, ambitious entries lightly pitched, tinny, and juvenile. Perhaps only
an adoring mother-hen, shaking her head with disbelief, but
remaining supportive and endearing, would be proud of such
hurry-come-up efforts by her growing brood of sons.
The more cocksure voices are patient and practiced, engaged
in deep-breathing exercises, breathing in, then out, slow and
measured, to energise the entire being before performance.
I love the smell of coffee-tinted air in the morning; it tastes of
a reawakening. To breathe-in early-morning air from the homeland is to dip into a refreshing spring, and then bring to the
lips cool draughts of air freshly filtered by the thriving, tropical
rainforest populating the rolling hills. But stone-ground coffee
brewed in a now-antique, cast iron pot, and thickly-poured
black into a dented, chipped enamel cup is also quite breathable.
Roosters enter into this quiet breathing space with a choral
range from baritone to bass, the effort concerted sequences of
call and response. Their crowing is relay messaging, each marking the morning while proclaiming imperial lordship, territoriality, and the gusto of their good health to envious listeners.
There is poetry in this assertion of patriarchy and dominion;
and while I have been cautioned not to deconstruct the layers
too much, and to not overthink this moment of awakening, it
is difficult to not filter out how the more pragmatic hens shake

their heads in annoyance while burying beaks under wings in
futile attempts to go back to sleep.
On the other hand, if the singing of the roosters is an unassailable aesthetic of poetry put to song, that they toil not, neither
do they spin, but are being true to their purpose and natural
propensities, then that makes their lyrics into a
prelude, an opening act on the morning’s stage,
with the main headliner yet to leap into action.
Of course, the other headliners deliver arias of
chirpings, tweets, and warblings from a very large
array of bird folk. But not from the parrots, whose
call-and-response is shrill, querulous, and quite cynical.
I swear parrots are not early risers, and awaken annoyed on
mornings. I suspect they are recipients of a Promethean punishment for giving us the fires in their plumage. And so, they are
doomed to be awakened by roosters boasting about a wealth of
hens, and lordship over all they see from the perch on the coop.
I gather the quarreling tones in the flock of parrots are
exchanges, which if translated, would be, quite frankly, cursing
similar to sailors that is quite foul-mouthed and unprintable.
I also suspect the parrots are saying, out of the side of their
sharp beaks, cruelly, and with the malice of schadenfreude,
“Cock crowing in the morning; but come this evening, watch
out! He in a pelau!” To grasp the depth of this aphorism, with
knife and fork in hand, is to understand that at the end of the
day, a delicious dinner could be an appetising outcome, the early
morning boasting and the puffing up of a meaty chest attracting
the attention of a householder planning the evening menu.
For me, two events clearly mark the realness that I have truly
arrived back home. There is the rap, rap, tapping of raindrops,
a gentle thrum on the tympanum of overhead galvanise sheets
that escalates into a frenzied drumming; and soon, overhead
pounding as heavy rainfall hammers its nails downwards.
Then there is the enunciation, in French, as Charles Kingsley
wrote in his travel book, At Last: A Christmas in the West Indies,
from my favourite performer, and headliner of my morning, the
kiskadee’s philosophic inquiry about the world it inhabits, and
from where it gets its name: “Qu’est ce qu’il dit”: ‘What is it?’
It takes a moment to find this performer on the morning’s
stage. An acrobatic leap locates it on a dried branch in its yellow
underpants, each query followed by a response from thousands
of warblers drowning out the roosters strutting off the stage.
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Orphans sad fallout from anti-vaxxer parents
Dear Editor,
case scenario? Do we stop inter-island travel? Tourism will most
How can anti-vaxxer parents in Trinidad and Tobago explain certainly die. Which airline or cruise ship will consider taking
to their children why they have wilfully exposed themselves visitors to Tobago?
to death by Covid-19? How do they explain the scenario
Perhaps the discussions surrounding full autonomy for
where parents, grandparTobago should continue
ents, uncles, and aunts are all
to remain on hold until
dead, and there is no family
enough
Tobagonians
to look after the children?
understand that playing
In the developed nations,
Russian roulette with their
childcare experts are describhealth is unacceptable.
ing situations where millions
Will Tobago be hoping for
of children will be suffering
financing from Trinidad
from “orphanhood”. Such a
to be used for coffins, and
condition already exists in
the building of orphanages,
India, Africa, Brazil, and
instead of employing the
other parts of the developmoney for meaningful selfing world, where vaccines are
rule?
generally hard to obtain.
Following the Tobago
We already have many
House of Assembly elecorphans in countries foltions in January, there was a
lowing Ebola, HIV, and now
six-six stalemate. There are
from Covid-19 deaths. Here
now six assemblymen that
in Trinidad and Tobago, we A lengthy, but futile lineup by nationals during Trinidad & are PNM, and who support
are fortunate to have the Tobago’s early Covid-19 vaccination campaign
vaccination; the other six
choice to vaccinate against Covid-19.
are Progressive Democratic Patriots, whose leader appears to be
It is one thing for an adult in Trinidad and Tobago to decide against vaccinating.
to not vaccinate, but what are the attendant consequences?
Can we extrapolate what percentage of Tobagonians could
According to a report I read recently, a restaurateur in Tobago possibly become infected by Covid-19? Indeed, should the word
was bemoaning that 90 percent of his staff are refusing vaccines. “mandatory” become part of Trinidad and Tobago’s vocabulary?
If Covid-19 runs amok in Tobago, then what is the worse
Lynette Joseph, via email.

Avoid the hesitation - take the vaccination!

Dear Editor,
I am quite disturbed and worried that there are some
Guyanese writing to say that refusing to vaccinate against
Covid-19 is a human right. Is that really a “human right” or
a “human wrong?” More disturbing and disappointing is that
Education Minister Priya Manickchand disclosed on Globespan
that only 23 percent of Guyana’s teachers were vaccinated!
So, I ask, how is it that the supposedly smartest, more
educated people among us – the teachers – have such a low
rate of vaccination? What is
the Guyana Teachers Union
doing about this? How do we
explain this? Should it not be
the teachers are the ones to
spread the word and be advocates for vaccination, especially
if we want to open schools in
September? What went wrong?
Why isn’t the Guyana Teacher’s
Union mobilising members to
get vaccinated?
With all the devastation that
the Covid-19 virus has inflicted on the whole world, can you
believe we have such people?
The virus has affected everything – the production and A senior citizen receives
supply chain, employment, the from Nurse Tamika Trelfall
education process, travel, recreation, millions of loved ones
have died including over 500 Guyanese, and some people have
learned nothing from all of this!
The government of Guyana has done its job finding vaccines
when there is a limited supply. If they did not do that, people
would have criticised the government for not doing its job. Now
we have stockpiles of vaccines that run the risk of spoiling and
our poor country would lose millions of dollars if people don’t
step up to be vaccinated.
On top of that, the unvaccinated poses a risk to the health
and safety of the rest of us, with the emergence of new variants
of the virus.
Someone said, “Man, all these highly educated doctors, scientists, epidemiologists, immunologists, microbiologists, anatomists, and researchers worldwide have worked hard and advised
that Covid-19 is dangerous, but all these people who barely
passed science in high school keep saying it’s not.”
We have to be immunised against Covid-19 the same way
we are immunised after birth with the MMR vaccines (measles,
mumps, and rubella), the flu vaccine, hepatitis, tetanus, whooping cough, polio, and so on.
Why are some people listening to wackos and school and
college dropouts pretending to have superior knowledge than
the educated experts? You would have no human rights when
you are dead!
We are in an expensive fight to save our lives and our economies. Now is not the time to listen to vaccine myths, rumours,
and simply silly things people say about the vaccine. We cannot
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open up the economy, and return to normal unless everyone
play their role in this worldwide emergency.
Last month in the US, Stephen Harmon, a member of the
popular Hillsong megachurch in California, died after a monthlong battle with the coronavirus. In his last tweet, he said, “Don’t
know when I’ll wake up, please pray.” He had been a vocal
opponent who mocked the Covid-19 vaccines, making a series
of jokes about not having the vaccine.
I fear there might be a special hell for those preachers in Guyana who discourage members from getting the
vaccine. This is wicked and
obstructionist. Is the Assembly
of God, Full Gospel Fellowship
and others encouraging vaccination?
People who opposed and
politicized vaccines now realize the folly of their ways.
“These shots need to get in
everybody's arms as rapidly as
possible,” US Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell said.
A number of Republican
governors implored their
citizens to get vaccinated
her AstraZeneca vaccine — including Florida’s Ron
in Brickdam, Guyana
DeSantis, who has been vocal
in denouncing strict Covid-19 mitigation strategies, such as
mask mandates and business closures.
“I believe in the science of vaccination,” Fox News commentator Sean Hannity said during his primetime show, while
imploring his viewers to “take [Covid-19] seriously.”
These desperate times call for desperate measures. I applaud
the business community for saying employees should be vaccinated if they want to keep their jobs. I support Giftland Mall
requiring staff to be vaccinated or to get tested weekly, at their
own expense, as a job requirement. Employers have “human
rights” too. Right?
This week, the US Justice Department lawyers have determined that federal law doesn't prohibit public agencies and
private businesses from requiring Covid-19 vaccines -- even
if the vaccines have only emergency use authorisation. Some
public and private colleges are requiring their students to get
vaccinated before returning to classes. City and local governments are requiring vaccines too. Most teachers are vaccinated.
CNN also reported on President Joe Biden’s announcement for
the requirement that all federal employees and contractors be
vaccinated against Covid-19, or be required to submit to regular
testing and mitigation requirements.
So, in Guyana, the government and key sectors of the economy need to do what they need to do, and who vex, vex.
It’s the road we must take, because “a hole in the boat, is a
hole in the whole Guyana boat”. We prefer you to live so you
may enjoy more “human rights”. Don’t hesitate, go vaccinate!
Dr Jerry Jailall, via email.

Slobodan Milošević

Donald Trump

Bring bad leaders to justice

Dear Editor,
The veteran American journalist, Carl Bernstein, recently
said Donald Trump should be considered a war criminal for
the deaths of thousands of Americans that were caused by his
mishandling of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Bernstein’s statement was made following my position where
I echoed his point of view, namely, that if people die as a result
of a government’s incompetence and negligence, then it should
be held responsible for these deaths. Also, like real criminals, the
government should be hauled before the courts in handcuffs for
murder, and for genocide.
It is time societies stop giving a pass to high officials due to
their exalting titles, when very few, if any of them, embody the
qualities those titles exemplify.
Former Serbian president Slobodan Milošević fell from grace
for his atrocities in the Yugoslav civil war, and was brought
before the International Criminal Court. Similarly, world leaders who forget that they were meant to serve their people and
not themselves should be taught Milošević’s humiliating lesson.
In Trinidad and Tobago, those who should have been the
flag-bearers in this war against the pandemic were instead
playing politics with citizens’ lives and posturing like peacocks,
should have their wings clipped, and brought to justice where
Trump, too, might be in attendance.
L. Siddhartha Orie, via e-mail.

IDC supports proposal naming
Georgetown street after Gandhi

Dear Editor,
The Indian Diaspora Council International, in collaboration with Guyana IDC Chapter headed by business magnate
Yesu Persaud, fully supports the proposal by Guyana’s Indian
Commemoration Trust in naming of a street in Georgetown
honouring Mahatma Gandhi, a globally renowned historical
icon whose life and legacy have also positively affected the
people of Guyana in many significant ways.
The proposal was submitted to Georgetown Mayor Ubraj
Narine by ICT’s Chairman Persaud, who stated that: “Although
Guyana has previously recognised
Gandhi with a statue at Promenade
Garden, and both Gandhi and
Mandela with several postage
stamps, the additional recognition
of naming a street in Georgetown
would certainly add to Gandhi’s
stature among Guyanese and others. We believe that street naming
honouring Gandhi would enhance
Guyana’s recognition of Gandhi
similar to other countries which
Mahatma Gandhi
have named streets, avenues, boulevards and highways after this international stalwart”.
Currently “Nelson Mandela Avenue” in Georgetown honours
Nelson Mandela, who closely followed the teachings of Gandhi
in organising peaceful protests and ultimately achieving the end
of apartheid and oppressive rule, social injustice, and legally
ending racial discrimination in South Africa.
“The world pays special homage and grateful recognition
of Mohandas Gandhi as the preeminent leader of the Indian
independence movement in British-ruled India through nonviolent means. Mahatma Gandhi’s non-violence teachings have
inspired many to protest in peaceful ways against oppression,
subjugation, and violent discrimination in many countries.
Gandhi developed this non-violent way first and he succeeded
in his goals, as India was completely freed from a European
country’s domination,” ICT proposal further stated.
It added, “As a multi-ethnic society with a long history of
slavery and Indian indentureship, and its struggle for freedom
and independence, Guyana’s further recognition of Gandhi in
the same manner as honouring Mandela would be fitting and
timely – in view of current global pandemic as well as turmoil
in South Africa and other countries”.
IDC looks forward to Georgetown, Guyana, naming a street
honouring Mahatma Gandhi as truly deserving.
Indian Diaspora Council, via email.
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Root Caribbean food security in action & less talk
Part 1 of 2
ood security has re-emerged as a major concern in the
Caribbean region. While always between the front and
back burners of policy makers, the issue initially came to
a height in the aftermath of the 2007-2008 global financial crisis,
which then triggered a sharp rise in food prices.
In spite of an abundance of commitments over the past two
decades among regional leaders to address the issue, the region
is no further ahead in terms of food security.
More recently, food security has reengaged the attention of policymakers in the
wake of the current Covid-19 pandemic that
has exposed the fragile nature of regional
food supply chains, and which are largely
tied to imports. Shipping delays, skyrocketing freight costs, and reduced transportation
and storage capacity have not only led to a shortage of food, but
also of raw materials and inputs to the food producing/processing sectors.
As a result, food prices have risen sharply, making household
affordability a serious problem.
The pandemic also led to vastly reduced tourist revenues,
leading to dwindling foreign reserves for tourism dependent
countries in the region, and to reduced food imports.
In addition, a spate of natural disasters so far this year added
to the woes of the region. Recent countrywide flooding in
Guyana and Suriname resulted in tremendous loss of crops and
livestock, destroying the livelihood of farmers, consequently
resulting in higher prices for available food in an environment
of short supply.
And as if that was not enough, a volcano in St Vincent and
the Grenadines, which affected neighbouring islands and hurricanes that caused wind and flood damage in Barbados and
Eastern Caribbean countries, further disrupted the food supply
system.
In reality, the risk that natural disasters could derail the
region’s food system remains high. According to Caricom, the
region is amongst the most vulnerable to natural disasters and
the impact of climate change. It has been identified as the second most hazard-prone region in the world – placing the entire
food system at risk.
Currently, Guyana, which has the potential to become the
food basket of the region, has been unable to meet its own
demand for food. The country currently holds lead responsibility for agriculture, agricultural diversification, and food security
in Caricom.
During a virtual pre-summit meeting in late July in preparation for the UN Food Systems Summit to be held in September,
Guyana’s Agriculture Minister, Zulfikar Mustapha, noted that
“actions to reposition Caribbean agriculture include, strengthening linkages between the agri-food, tourism, and health
sectors; establishing public-private partnerships in local food
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production and processing; implementing climate-smart tech- to what it will take to move agriculture forward. Some work
nologies, and transitioning towards digital agriculture”.
has been done to identify the key binding constraints, and we
He added that “financing for mitigation and adaptation to are seeking to remove those constraints so that agriculture can
climate change has become more critical today than ever before, become more competitive, and also that we meet our food and
and is necessary to protect and transform Caribbean food sys- nutrition requirements”. More than a decade later, the region is
tems”; noting that “international support from international still at square one.
financial institutions, and bilateral partners will be critical to
At around the same time, a meeting of regional and interensuring a more resilient agricultural sector through financing, national institutions, including the Inter-American Institute
technology, and creating an enabling global for Cooperation on Agriculture, the UN Food and Agriculture
environment”.
Organisation, Caricom, the Caribbean Agricultural Research
Mustapha also identified a number of and Development Institute, and the Technical Centre for
Dwarka
issues that can have a positive impact on Agricultural and Rural Cooperation, concluded that agriculture
Lakhan
food security, including expanding the non- is losing ground to other activities in the pecking order in the
traditional agricultural sub-sector, which he region, and that there is a “continuous decline in government
claimed is critical for diet diversification and budgetary allocations relative to other sectors”. This still holds
enabling equality in availability and access, true today in spite of concerns over food security.
especially for rural populations.
In 2008, former Guyana President Bharrat
He also expressed the need to reduce onJagdeo, highlighted the quest for regional
farm and post-harvest food loss and waste
food security when he opened the doors
through adopting appropriate harvesting,
to Barbadians and Trinidadians to exploit
post-harvest, and storage technologies.
Guyana’s agricultural resources with the aim
Mustapha hit the nail on the head, though
of reducing food insecurity and poverty in
not necessarily wholly accurate, when he
the Caribbean.
said, “the current food system makes ‘ultraIn what became known as the Jagdeo
processed’ foods readily accessible, appealinitiative, it was recognised that traditioning and affordable, displacing more nutrial exports from the region are subject to
tious foods”. The truth is, imported processed
competitive pressures on the world market;
foods are not necessarily more affordable.
and that increased food imports have disIn fact, the Caribbean has been tradiplaced many small farmers in the region.
tionally over-reliant on expensive imported
Consequently, higher regional food output
foods. The World Bank estimates between
would not only satisfy regional food demand,
Zulfikar Mustapha
80-90 percent of all food consumed in the
but also result in lower food prices, reduce
region comes from abroad, and only three Caribbean countries poverty, create jobs, and promote economic development.
– Guyana, Belize and Haiti – produce more than 50 percent of
But Jagdeo’s call fell on deaf ears. There has been little effort
their own food. The region’s food bill is currently in the tune of to take advantage of Guyana’s potential as regional governments
(US) $10 billion.
pursued their own agendas.
Arguably, the region’s affinity for foreign foods, and the
There is no doubt that food security remains a threat in the
ability to freely import these foods stifle the development of region. Climate change is now an added risk to food security.
regional agriculture, and consequently contribute to food secu- There has been endless talks about solutions for decades. And
rity problems in the region.
it is expected that these talks will continue as the problem
In addition, barring endless talks about food security, there worsens.
has never been any real political commitment to push agriculAt the end of the day, there must be political commitment to
ture at a regional level.
push agricultural development at a regional level – beyond the
More than a decade and a half ago, Caricom, the region’s conference table. At least there is recognition about the benefits
toothless bulldog – claimed that the region’s agriculture agenda of agricultural development on food security. Now it’s time for
is moving full speed ahead. The regional body then stated that action and less talk.
there will be a “fundamental transformation of the Region’s Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB is a Member of
agriculture sector to a market-oriented internationally com- the Canadian Association of Journalists, and an accomplished
petitive and environmentally sound production of agriculture financial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways,
products, improved income and employment opportunities, Real World Strategies to Help You Reimagine Your Practice, is
and nutrition security, poverty alleviation”.
available on Amazon and on winningways101.com. He can be
Then, Caricom asserted that “we have indeed given focus reached at dlakhan@rogers.com.

Keep dream of equality of access to opportunity, ethnic diversity in workforce
By Dr Tara Singh
under-represented. For them, he advocates the use and allocaormer Prime Minister of Guyana and one-time PNC tion of State lands for forestry and mining; the grant of licenses
strongman Hamilton Green states that ethnic diversity for the importation and sale of pharmaceuticals, allied goods,
of workforce should apply to all sectors of the economy. and equipment; importation and sale of groceries and foodstuff;
Green refers to a statement made by a senior public security importation of motor vehicles and heavy equipment, and the
officer on the need to redress the imbalance in the security award of major contracts.
forces (Police, Army, Prison, and the People’s Militia).
What is startling is that Green’s party, the PNCR was in
PPP/Civic supporters have been advocating for decades now power between 2015 to 2020, and they did not move to implethe need to ethnically balance the security forces. And they have ment any of these projects, apart from allocating to friends and
history on their side. In 1965 the International
cronies huge tracts of lands, which critics claim
Commission of Jurists recommended that the
would not necessarily be for economic developimbalance in the security forces should be gradument, but rather for speculative purposes.
ally redressed. Since then, however, no notable
Notwithstanding, besides the grant of licenschange in ethnic composition of the security
es for different purposes, what a government
forces has been made for a variety of reasons.
could further do in respect of private businesses
If ethnic diversity of the security forces is
(whether individual, partnership or corporate)
pursued, Green posits: “I among others argued
is to encourage (not to mandate) these entities
…that if the State apparatus believes in the utilto: (1) consider recruiting a diverse workforce;
ity and necessity for ethnic balance, then such
(2) giving incentives to companies for ethnic
a philosophy must permeate and saturate all
diversity hiring; (3) making loans and grants
aspects of our society.” This is a classic quid pro
available to ethnic groups that want to engage in
quo situation.
private enterprise, and so on); and (4) setting up
This position of Green, though sounding tanprivate-public partnerships for implementation
Hamilton Green
talising at the theoretical level, is flawed in several
of neighbourhood revitalisation programs.
respects, especially when viewed at the practical level.
The PNC had always believed that Afro-Guyanese have
While government has the capability to ensure that public been marginalised. Since the 1970s, the PNC government had
sector employment could reflect the ethnic diversity of the begun a process to empower economically their supporters
society, a similar argument could not be made for private sec- through the establishment of Cooperatives and the attendant
tor employment or business enterprises. But to what extent Coop Bank, the Agriculture Development Bank, Knowledge
public sector ethnic diversity in workforce will compromise Sharing Institute, Nationalisation, and so on. The PNC governprofessionalism and qualification is another major factor for ment’s intention was to make Co-ops the dominant sector of
consideration.
the economy.
Green provides a list where Afro-Guyanese are grossly
By the end of the 1980s all the empowerment initiatives had
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failed. To arrest the rapid downturn of the economy, President
Desmond Hoyte was forced to negotiate an Economic Recovery
Program with the IMF and the World Bank.
More recently in 2016, to revive interests and to play a leadership role in the private sector, Afro-Guyanese leaders launched
the “African Business Roundtable”. This was supposed to be a
major vehicle for the promotion and implementation of AfroGuyanese businesses.
Much was, therefore, anticipated, but it is not clear what they
have accomplished so far. At the launch, ABR leaders did not
find it necessary to join the existing and well-established Private
Sector Commission, but preferred to work separately.
If Green is concerned about equity and inequality, as do a
substantial number of Guyanese, then he should also know
that currently there is ethnic diversity in the awarding of house
lots and housing allocations; in scholarship awards; and neighbourhood infrastructure works. These are vital empowerment
programs.
While ethnic diversity in workforce could happen in the public sector, such diversity in the private sector, though a laudable
goal, would not be easy to realise since major decisions are made
there, not by government or political leaders, but by business
leaders, whose bottom line is maximisation of profits.
The philosophy of the private sector is different from that of
the public sector. The private sector is profit-driven, takes risks,
commits to deferred gratification, is innovative, and is highly
competitive. The public sector is essentially service-oriented,
risk free, inclined towards immediate gratification, and ritualistic towards work.
However, despite the formidable challenges, one should not
abandon the dream of equality of access to opportunity, as well
as the need for ethnic diversity in the workforce (both in the
public and private sector). These goals are worth pursuing.
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T&T adjusts vaccine requirement
From Page 1
having a complete course/regimen of vaccination at least two weeks prior to travel.”
The release also noted, “Travelers with a
mixed vaccination regimen are considered
fully vaccinated.”
The health ministry also noted the requirement remains to produce a negative molecular
Covid-19 RNA PCR test taken within 72 hours
prior to arrival.
According to the health ministry
release, real time PCR Test results
are still required. Travelers
must present a copy of the test
results bearing their name at
the airline’s check-in counter,
and must also do so to a Port
Health Officer upon arrival in
Guyana.
It adds that airlines must verify
the PCR test was performed within
the stipulated 72 hour (three day) time
period for persons to qualify to board. Also,
that travelers with test results done more than
72 hours prior to the flight, or less than seven
days before flying, will need to have a second
PCR test done upon arrival.
Notably, the ministry said that persons with
a PCR test taken more than seven days prior
to the flight will not be allowed to board the
aircraft.
It added, “Persons whose test was taken
within 72 hours prior to travel are not required
to be tested on arrival unless after the Port
Health Office determines that this is necessary
based on signs or symptoms detected at this
time are consistent with those of a suspected
case of Covid-19, any additional measures
can be recommended at this time including
quarantine.”
As has been previously published, the

Guyana government requires that test results
be presented in English to facilitate validation,
and that the laboratory providing the result be
an accredited, certified, or recognised facility.
Also, other travel measures previously published remain in effect.
In Trinidad and Tobago, last Friday the
government also adjusted its entry regulations for travelers. While the government
still does not recognise the Pfizer and
Moderna vaccine mix, last week it
gave travelers the go-ahead with
the two additional mixes that
were approved by the World
Health Organisation.
Travelers can now enter
Trinidad and Tobago with
inoculation mixes of a first
shot of the AstraZeneca vaccine, and a second dose of the
Pfizer. Also approved for entry are
travelers with a first dose of AstraZeneca
vaccine that is combined with a second dose of
Moderna.
These are the only two combinations that
are WHO-approved, and which are now recognised by the government of Trinidad and
Tobago.
According to published data on the Trinidad
and Tobago government websites, persons are
considered fully vaccinated with both of the
WHO-approved mixes. Full vaccination status
is also recognised for travelers who present
evidence indicating they have been vaccinated
with two doses of the Pfizer, AstraZeneca,
Moderna, Sinopharm, or Sinovac vaccines; or
one dose of the Johnson & Johnson vaccine.
Similar to Guyana, the government of
Trinidad and Tobago also defines full vaccination status to be effective two weeks after
receiving the final recommended vaccine dose.
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PPP/C marks one year in power
Georgetown – The PPP/Civic government
“We established with resolve that Guyana,
marked its one-year anniversary in power on and the Guyanese people, are committed to
Monday, with President Dr Mohamed Irfaan democracy and democratic principles, includAli giving the reassurance the assaults on ing respect for the majority. That victory was
Guyana’s democracy that saw an attempt to ours; ours as a people longing for peace, progrig the March 2, 2020,
ress, and prosperity. It was
General and Regional
a triumph for rule of law,
Elections will never be
and democracy, and ‘One
repeated.
Guyana’,” he declared.
In his address comAli further stated that
memorating the annivereven after being unmasked
sary since he was sworn in
for their actions to steal the
as Guyana’s 10th Executive
elections during those five
President, and the PPP/
months when the country
Civic into government
was in an impasse, and at
on August 2, Ali saluted
risk of international sancstakeholders in Guyana
tions, the culprits are still
and abroad who helped to
today masquerading as
defend Guyanese institu“paragons of virtue”.
tions, its democracy, and
Said Ali: “[They conthe Constitution.
tinue] to try to deceive
“Never again shall we
and mislead the people
countenance, in our counwhose hopes they dashed,
Irfaan Ali
try, any attempt to deny
and whose beliefs they
the popular will of the people… I hope and destroyed. They remain trapped in the failed
pray that never again will our people have to politics of race and in the flawed policies
endure the agonising and fearful ordeal that of division, offering no new ideas, no novel
we suffered for five months from March 2 to vision, and no creative pathways for Guyana’s
August 2, 2020,” Ali said.
future. They have become yesterday’s shadHe added, “Never again should the air of ows.”
freedom that we breathe be poisoned by the
Additionally, “By contrast, over the past
noxious fumes of electoral malpractice and year, I’ve made clear by words, and by deeds,
fraud. Never again should our integrity as a my deep and unswerving commitment to One
nation be threatened by the base motives, and Guyana: One People, One Nation, in which all
the nefarious intrigues of those who will defy races and all persons are equal, with common
the will of the people, and subvert our democ- rights, common entitlements and shared benracy, and their lust for personal power.”
efits. From the first day of my presidency, I’ve
Ali said the events following the elections insisted on and demonstrated a firm commiton March 2, 2020, were historic, with nationals ment to good governance and transparency, to
taking a stand that rigging the elections would upholding fundamental human rights, and to
not be tolerated then, or in the future.
advancing equitable development for all.”
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Let’s Celebrate Together

GUYANA: DIASPORA

Kinships forged by ancestors remain unbreakable today

David Ward photo

T

Ramcharan) had passed away. The shock and sadness etched on
my grandfather’s face is my eternal takeaway that only death can
break apart the ties between our families.
Uncle Mohabir was Nalini Mohabir’s grandfather. Her grandmother Nasiban (known to the Lachana family as ‘Mandy’s
Mama’, but respectfully to all as “Aunty”) passed away when
I was in my 20s. I know all the offspring of Mohabir and
Nasiban. His brother “Uncle Cheddie” was our childhood barber. Uncle Mohabir also had another brother “Chabi” (Chhablal
Ramcharan), whom I only met in Toronto after I arrived here in
my youth. I met Nalini 20 years ago.
Nalini is an Assistant Professor in the Department of

11

Geography at Concordia University in Montréal. Her father,
Avind (Arvindo), is a son of Uncle Mohabir, one of three survivors. Mom Amiran was born in Trinidad; the couple met in
England. Nalini and her brother Dev, were born in Toronto.
Nalini pursued her Master of Arts at Ryerson University
(Toronto) in Immigration and Settlement Studies. In 2005, she
invited me to join her in an interview with Aja, “Uncle Chabi”.
He is her only known grandfather figure; Ajie, Dhanwanty, was
quite soft-spoken, and listened during the interview for the
most part.
Uncle Chabi’s early working history resonates deeply
with diasporic significance today. He was appointed the
Repatriation Officer and Interpreter on the MV Resurgent,
the last ship returning ex-Indentureds from British
Guiana to India in 1955. The Indentureship program
ended in 1917.
Uncle Chabi told
us, “People referred to
me as ‘Crosby Baboo’”,
a respectful reference
to the anti-Indentureship crusader, James
Crosby.
Uncle
Chabi’s
mother arrived from
India
to
British
Guiana on the ship
Forth in 1899. She
was born in Benares
(now Varanasi) in
Uttar Pradesh, where
many of my ancestors
originated; her father
Mooni Ramcharan with young
died at an early age.
son, Chhablal, circa 1928
All her links to India
were broken; since then, Nalini has traced her paternal grandmother’s roots to Rajasthan.
Evading the Albion watchmen as youthful cyclists and touring the endless dirt roads did not take us to the location of the
logies where Uncle Chabi was born in 1918, or to where my
paternal grandparents were born. Previously used as slave quarters, Uncle Chabi recalled the “logies had about 15 to 20 rooms,
Family photo, supplied

By Martin Latchana
he expansive Albion Sugar Estate was a major settlement for my ancestors who arrived as Indentured workers in what was then British Guiana. In fact, Albion was
the largest sugar estate in the English-speaking Caribbean, and
it may still be so. It was here where my generation took root,
and it was nothing for us, then in our early teens and
quite intrepid, to sneak past the watchmen at the
Albion Sugar Factory, and ride out for miles and
miles among the dirt road “dams”.
We know now that our ancestors formed
unbreakable “Jahaji” bonds while traversing
the kala pani. However, as my family’s
history tells us, additional and unbreakable kinships were also developed on
terra firma among our ancestors,
who arrived on different ships from
Calcutta and Madras.
There is no greater example of
how intrinsically the forging is of
these familial bonds between my
paternal grandparents, Philip and
Katie Lachana, and the Mohabir
family. We have been intertwined
for many generations, and this
continues today in North America,
especially in Toronto.
As a young boy I recall vividly my grandfather Philip receiving
Nalini Mohabir
news that “Uncle Mohabir” (Mohabir

and each family was given a room. It resembled a chicken coop,
but people in India know how to make dirt look like cement.”
During the interview, Uncle Chabi recalled harsh conditions
at Albion, including flogging and imprisonment.
He talked at length about that last return voyage, with “good
conditions” on board.
“[When] we went around the Cape of Good Hope, we could
see the water crashing against the ship, and feel the tremors, as
if the ship was a calabash. This part of the voyage was known as
the Mad Sea, Pagla Samundar,” he said.
He also spoke about why some of the ex-Indentured labourers chose to return to India.
“They expressed disappointment in the stability of the government, but most had sentimental reasons for going back to
India. They started to write [to] the Colonial Secretary, the
Governor, and so on. The government decided: ‘Well, look, we
have an obligation. As soon as the ship docked in Calcutta, at
least 40 people wanted to return to British Guiana; about 25
made it back on their own,” he recalled.
Uncle Chabi added, “The Resurgent had left British Guiana
on 4 September 1955, and arrived in India on October 1955;
and I returned to Guiana in December. There were about 240
passengers and 25 to 30 crew members.”
Nalini’s decision to study for her PhD at the University of
Leeds in the UK was greeted with joy by her family; and ours, of
course. Today, she is a member of the Department of Geography
at Concordia, where she writes, researches, and teaches in the
fields of feminist and postcolonial migration geographies. She is
also interested in gender and racial justice, as well as in flows of
power and social change.
She is a thorough researcher and an engaging presenter,
as was evident during her recent presentation to the IndoCaribbean Cultural Centre and the Ameena Gafoor Institute.
She is now co-editing a book, The Fire That Time: Transnational
Black Radicalism and the Sir George Williams Occupation.
She agrees there has been an upswell in interest in
Indentureship, especially the Caribbean.
Like myself and our intertwined families, she too is rooted in
the foundation that was poured and nurtured by our ancestors;
and her grandparents, their surviving three children, and her
Aunty Dhanwanty (and three children), and especially Uncle
Chabi. Their hard work now done, may they all rest in peace.
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COVID-19: THE RECOVERY
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Alan Preddie (right) with his father & late mother

Humanitarian concern for T&T - Hinds

and Tobago if you are unvaccinated,” Hinds
From page 1
said.
their science,” Preddie told CTV News.
He added, “I’m sure he did not tell the media
Last Friday, Trinidad and Tobago’s National
Security Minister Fitzgerald Hinds responded in Canada from whence he came, all the details
to the international coverage the story gener- I’ve just shared with you.”
Hinds also indicated he was aware of the
ated, defending his government’s decision to
deny Preddie entry, and reiterating its commit- emotional and humanitarian components drivment to the WHO’s guidance and science on ing Preddie’s decision to travel to Trinidad and
Tobago, and the unfortunate outcome where he
mixed, double-dose vaccinations.
As the Trinidad Express reported, Hinds could not attend his mother’s funeral. However,
claimed that Preddie did not tell the full truth, he declared that the rules of the country had to
and gave misleading information in his appli- be respected, as these were designed to protect
cation for the TTravel Pass, an online govern- the population of Trinidad and Tobago.
Said Hinds: “…I think the greatest humaniment form visitors are required to fill out and
tarian concern is the concern for 1.4 million
upload prior to departure for Port-of-Spain.
Challenging Preddie’s version of events that human beings in Trinidad and Tobago. Not just
received national coverage in Canada, and one; all of us.”
He also noted that the Canadian governfurther abroad, Hinds said the TTravel Pass
is granted to prospective visitors who fill out ment has advised nationals to restrict internathe online form and then upload evidential tional travel as far as is practicable. Canada’s
documents. He said people can give false request was made in the wake of the ongoing
virulence of the coronavirus
information and upload false
variants, and the challenges
documents, but these will
posed to well-being, life, and
be validated upon arrival in
the economy, he declared.
Trinidad, and may “reveal
Said
Hinds:
“[The
untruths”.
Canadian government] also
Said Hinds: “In the case
told their citizens if you must
of Preddie, the system
travel, you should familiarise
demands information in
yourself with the destination
respect of mixed vaccines,
country’s public health regubecause we have always said
lations. Good advice.”
that we only use and offer to
Meanwhile, in the norththe people of [Trinidad and
ern Caribbean, the governTobago WHO-approved vacment of Antigua and Barbuda
cines]. Similarly, in terms of
last week gave its approval for
mixtures, we only acknowlvisitors with mixed doses of
edge as full vaccination a
Covid-19 vaccines to enter its
mix of the Pfizer and the
borders, the Caribbean Media
AstraZeneca.”
Fitzgerald Hinds
Corporation reported.
Up to last week Thursday,
The new guideline was announced by the
the mixed vaccines accepted by Trinidad
and Tobago, and approved by the WHO, was government of Antigua and Barbuda’s National
AstraZeneca with the second dose of Pfizer. Covid-19 Vaccination Technical Working
However, on Friday, Trinidad and Tobago’s Group. Antigua and Barbuda’s latest proMinistry of Health updated its guidelines to tocol applies to visitors with a dose of the
include a second mix that had received the AstraZeneca vaccine that has been mixed with
WHO’s approval, the AstraZeneca vaccine either Moderna or Pfizer, or a combination of
Moderna and Pfizer vaccines.
with a second dose of Moderna.
“We are looking forward to welcoming all
Hinds continued: “Preddie obviously
uploaded information that allowed him the fully vaccinated Canadians to Antigua and
TTravel Pass; but when he arrived, it occurred Barbuda under these new and approved guideto those who would validate it that his mix... lines,” said Colin James, chief executive of the
– Moderna and Pfizer – was not Pfizer and Antigua and Barbuda Tourism Authority.
While Barbados reversed its decision on
AstraZeneca, as Trinidad and Tobago admits.”
Additionally, Hinds noted that Preddie non-matching, dual inoculations last month
was not a Trinidad and Tobago national. to allow all visitors into the country, mixed
Consequently, the travel guidelines restrict vaccinations are similarly not a problem for
entry to non-nationals who are deemed to be Canadians entering Jamaica.
“Jamaica’s Ministry of Health will consider
unvaccinated.
Hinds claimed Preddie was not fully vacci- anyone who has received two doses of an
nated by Trinidad and Tobago’s standards, and approved Covid-19 vaccine to be fully vacciwas consequently denied entry as an unvac- nated, regardless of whether they have received
different brands,” the Jamaica Tourist Board
cinated non-national.
“Had he been a national, he would have told the publication, Travelweek, last month.
Mixed vaccinations are also not a problem
been allowed entry, and to quarantine at his
own expense. But we have said from the get- for Canadians traveling to Cuba. It also waives
go that if you are a non-national, you are not the PCR test prior to entering the country for
permitted to come into the borders of Trinidad Canadians traveling directly from Canada.
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eorge was excited when he bought his newly built condominium,
but he noticed that the showroom model was larger than the one he
bought. The salesperson assured George that he would hardly notice
the difference. It turned out that the difference was significant.
Buying a pre-built condo is exciting. You will be the first to experience it.
However, it is difficult to look at a floor plan and imagine the actual size. If the
builder does not have that specific model on display, look at resale condominiums with similar sizes to have an idea of the space you will live in. Sometimes
the floor plan is larger than the floor area because the plan may include internal and external walls as well.
Expect long delays when buying a pre-built condominium. In some instances, delays can last for years. The builder must sell a certain number of
suites before construction begins. Once the building is completed, you will
be charged occupancy fees known as “phantom rent” to cover the builder’s
monthly expense, plus property taxes and maintenance until the building is
formally registered as a condominium.
Condominium living is not for everyone with regards to the confined space,
the rules, and the regulations. Many buyers would rather spend more time
shopping for groceries than buying a condominium. First, make sure that
you are prepared to live in a condominium. The purchase of sale agreement
should be reviewed by a Real Estate lawyer. There is a ten-day cooling off
period when purchasing a pre-built condo, and after the time expires, you are
bound by the contract.
When purchasing a pre-built condominium, height matters. The higher the
suite, the better the view, but the higher the cost. The view is very important
because you don’t want to be overlooking the garbage pickup area or the garage entrance. If there is vacant land, find out what’s going up next, because
another building might block that view.
The best advice is to buy the largest suite you can afford. Small suites such
as studios are much more difficult to sell when you are planning to move. It
is better to buy premium, live in it, and then sell premium. Avoid buying near
to elevators because of the noise factor. It is a good idea to buy the parking
space and locker as well because if you do not use it, then you can easily
rent it out. When buying parking spaces and lockers, be careful where they
are in relation to your suite. You do not want to spend quality time navigating
between parking, accessing your storage, and going to your suite.
With pre-built, always request a condominium disclosure statement. It would
give an idea of the rules, governing documents, and budgeting for the first
year. Some condominium buildings do not allow pets, and this could create
a problem for a purchaser. As a buyer, you would have an idea as to the
estimated condominium fees. Usually, it is relatively low in the first year, and
jumps substantially after that. The more amenities in the building, the higher
the maintenance fees. Some builders, to reduce construction costs, would
lease equipment such as the heating, cooling, and hot water systems, and this
would trigger an increase in condominium fees.
Pre-built condominiums take time to complete. If the market is good, then
the value of your suite will appreciate. In a declining market, price drops can
be devastating. In some instances, prices can drop to the extent that wipes out
your deposit. If a buyer fails to close, they can be sued as well. An increase in
interest rate can trigger a decline in price, and at the same time an increase
in your mortgage payment.
The bottom line is, do your due diligence before you proceed. First get your
bank’s blessing, then research the builder, and consult your lawyer. The next
step is to continue to save because it will be worth the wait. Jay Brijpaul
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Bena Angelini leads a Home Care Agency with a difference!
By Dhanpaul Narine
Bena is a hands-on person. She would sit with the
ena Angelini is a self-made person that has become a
prospective trainees and explain the procedures, and then
role model in her community. She has shown through
walk them through the process. This takes time and patience,
hard work and sacrifice that the impossible is nothing!
but Bena does not mind. She knows that once the students are
Bena was born at Esau and Jacob in Mahaicony Creek, in
properly trained, they would be able to look after the patients
Guyana. She is the fourth of seven children. Her mom was
with care and compassion.
Nidrantie, or Aunty Baby, who was a teacher and singer. Her
In addition to providing care, Bena is happy to know that
dad was Narinedatt Persaud.
she could help persons to
Bena attended Esau
find jobs. A number of these
and Jacob Government
students has articulated to
School, where she excelled
places of higher learning,
in Math. Her next school
acquiring their General
was Mahaica Multilateral,
Education Development
where she continued her
certification, and going to
studies in Math. She thanks
college.
all her teachers for their hard
Bena’s hard work has paid
work, especially Headmaster
off because she became an
Tiwari.
Agency four years ago. This
At 17 Bena got married to
means that she can train and
Phreynauth Persaud. He was
hire the aides. This is a dream
from Mahaica and the union
come true for her since it took
produced two children,
years of hard work for her
Vastcarnand and Latchmie
to get the approval from the
Devi Persaud. The marriage
Health Department.
would end in divorce.
Bena’s Home Care Agency
In 1980, Bena made a bold
is leading by example. She
decision. She left Guyana
has expanded and moved into
and went to Trinidad, where
more spacious quarters. Her
she opened a business in
new location is 116-07 Liberty
Sangre Grande. She spent 15
Avenue, Richmond Hill, New
years in Trinidad. She found
York 11419.
the people to be nice and
The application process
friendly. Her mother was also
that involves Medicare
Bena Angelini, founder of Bena Home Care Agency,
in demand as a singer, and
and Medicaid, and other
serves the diverse community in Queens, New York, insurances, can be complicated.
the folks in Trinidad were
with distinction
extremely kind to them.
The best way to go about this is
In 1996, Bena made another bold move. She left Trinidad
to contact Bena Home Care. Her office will advise you of the
and landed at JFK Airport to start a new life in America. She
steps in the legal way.
went to the Bronx and worked in a store. She did the training
Bena is a lady with a clear vision. She wants to continue
for home care attendant, and worked as a home health aide.
to serve the community. She is confident that the Consumer
Bena opened a deli opposite the courthouse in Sutphin
Directed Personal Assisted Program will be a game changer,
Boulevard. She teamed up with Harry Angelini, whom she
since it allows persons to take care of families at home, and be
married in 1999. In 2003, Bena and Harry moved to West
paid for it.
Palm Beach in Florida. But the stay was short, and for personal
Bena Home Care was one of the agencies chosen out of
reasons, Bena moved back to New York.
over 400 applicants to run the CDPAP program, and that is a
She worked in the home care industry for two years, and
feather in the cap of the organisation.
then she opened her own business. It was in 2010, and the
Bena is grateful to the many persons that helped and
business was located on Liberty Avenue. The purpose of
inspired her. Her parents Nidrantie and Narinedatt were pillars
her school was to train people as home health aides. The
of support and encouragement. Harry Angelini gave valuable
employees must be legal residents of the US.
advice. Christine Persaud, and attorney Andrea Ogle, also gave
Bena says, “Our program is widely recognised. We have a
words of encouragement and support.
lot of Agencies that contact us before the training is finished
The official opening of Bena Home Care Agency was a
to recruit the aides. There is a demand for quality care in the
spectacular ceremony that attracted hundreds on a busy
community and our program helps to fill this demand.”
Saturday afternoon in Liberty Avenue. Bena was there with her

Bena Angelini (sixth from left) with her dedicated
and hard working staff (Dhanpaul Narine photos)
staff to welcome elected officials, members of the media, and
the rank and file.
It was a marvelous occasion befitting a royal event, and on
the day, the only Queen on Liberty Avenue was Bena Angelini.
We wish her, members of the staff, and those associated
with the Bena Home Care family, all the best in the future.

By Treb Narahcmar
uyanese, at home or abroad, need to hold on to what
is their essence, recalling their historical journey
and drawing from it as they trace their paths into
the future. This year marks 55 years since Independence. The
pre-Independence, Independence, and post-Independence
generations all provide studies in character and dignity from
which we can draw inspiration. We present one such example
here: a portrait of character and dignity.
She was born and raised in a principled Muslim family in
the rural areas of British Guiana. She attended regular school
during the day, and went to Madarsa after school. She was
a good student, both at regular school, and at Madarsa. She
qualified to be a Pupil Teacher, and also learned the Koran
well. From her young days she has studied and practised the
tenets of her faith.
She wanted very much to be a teacher, but in preIndependence Guyana, to become a teacher in a
denominational school, they required her to convert to
Christianity. Her family chose not to do this, and so she went
on to train as a stenographer, did her GCEs, and entered the
civil service in the then British Guiana, starting at age 16.
She served in several departments, and was proud of her
service, attaching importance to character, professionalism,
and ethical standards. She was one of those chosen to support
the Wismar Commission of Inquiry, and there are touching
photographs of her on the staff of the Commission during the
hearings.
She symbolised courtesy, professionalism, service, and high
standards. She represented the best of the Guyanese character.
She has stood for such character and dignity all her life.

whom she comes in contact for her decency, dedication, and
her dignity. She sets the standard for professional presentation
and elegance. She is young at heart, always cheerful, a beam of
sunlight for all around her.
Her faith is her rock. She wears it with simplicity and
elegance. She has a strong belief in justice for everyone. She
contributes to charitable causes. And alongside all of this, she
is, and remains, a fun-loving Guyanese – at once serious and
light-hearted.
Hers is the essence of being a Guyanese, a portrait of
dignity and character. She straddles the pre-Independence,
Independence and post-Independence generations. Her soul
is grounded in the goodness of being a decent Guyanese who
has, at the same time, learned from the communities in which
she has lived and worked abroad.
What can young Guyanese, wherever they are, learn from
this example of character and dignity?
To respect and honour one another; to strive for education
and good manners; to strive to be good human beings; to
honour and respect our womenfolk; to nurture our families
and our children; to respect our elders; to give to the poor
and the needy; to strive for human dignity and justice; to be
anchored in faith or belief; to cherish our Guyanese heritage;
and to be courteous and honourable in our interactions with
others.
Were such an ethos to pervade the Dear Land of Guyana,
our country would be a beacon of tolerance and goodness
for the rest of the world. The essence of being a Guyanese
is rooted in character and dignity. Our heroine personifies
such character and dignity. A sunny, shining Rose to respect,
emulate, and love.

B

Assemblywoman Jenifer Rajkumar presents a
Citation to Bena from the NY State Assembly

Bena with Assemblywoman Alicia Hyndman

How the essence of being Guyanese rose in her character, dignity

G
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Shortly after her marriage and two children, she and
her family emigrated to Canada. She focused initially on
raising her children, bringing them up with the manners and
standards that had been imbued in her from her childhood in
Guyana. Both of her children went to university, and now her
five grandchildren are all following in this path. She lives for
her children and grandchildren.
When her children were well-launched on their education,
she returned to work in a Canadian university, where she rose
to a high managerial position. She was respected and admired
throughout for her high standards, decency, and courtesy.
While serving the university, she supported her husband in
full-time additional education for two years. She continued to
be, for her family, a model of character and dignity, and was
widely admired and respected.
For health-related reasons affecting a close member of her
family, she moved to the warmer climate of Florida, where
she started anew in a charitable organisation run by the
State of Florida. She rose to become a senior manager in this
organisation, where she still serves.
She is widely respected and admired for her
professionalism, dedication, and courtesy. She has taken with
her, wherever she has gone, the Guyanese essence, which is a
part of her soul.
For a decade, when her husband faced health issues, she
worked and held the family together: with elegance, dignity,
and devotion. Then, when he passed away, she continued
with her job, because she thought that the charitable service
in which she was engaged was important. She continues in
distinguished service of this enterprise.
She carries her head high, is respected by everyone with
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‘We should take back the streets’ – Assemblyman Khaleel Anderson
By Dhanpaul Narine
especially in South Ozone Park, South Richmond Hill, and
t started with Jennifer Isaac. She walked into Khaleel
Springfield Gardens. We want to restart the discussion about
Anderson’s office and said, “Enough is Enough. Too many
how people can work together to make the community safe.
kids are dying. We need to do something. Let’s have a
The Assemblyman called for investing in the community.
march for peace.”
He said that the investment means a number of things such
The suggestion materialised into a march on Rockaway
as, “job opportunities, people that suffer from disabilities,
Boulevard in late July. It attracted representatives from a
making sure that we treat gun violence as a public health issue,
number of organisations with the same message: the violence
and to make sure that resources come from the budget so we
has to stop. There are too many
could support programs in South
guns on the streets, and violence is
Ozone Park, and all across New
not the answer. Jennifer is a realist.
York City. We need to invest in our
She has seen too many broken
communities so that people will
families in which children have
know that there are other ways to go
suffered.
about their lives, rather than resort
She says, “We are losing our kids
to violence.”
to the streets. I see it every day.
The March picked up momentum
They get initiated in gangs. There
along Rockaway Boulevard, and by
are times when children may get
the time it reached Foch Boulevard,
in the house with a black eye from
a number of persons had joined.
a fight. You mean nobody notices?
The speeches were from
Nobody talks to the kids and find
representatives of various
out what happened? Something is
organisations. They struck a similar
wrong if no one sees that a child is
theme with the same powerful
in pain.”
message: it was time to do away with
Jennifer has strong views about
violence.
the schools. She feels that the time
There was an appeal for the
given to counseling is too short.
message to reach “the soul, the
“I would set up more mental
emotions, and the will”, so that
health programs in schools and
positive change can result.
one-on-one communication with
Speakers represented 100 Suits for
the kids. Many children don’t know
100 Men, South Ozone Park Civic
how to deal with anger. We have
Association, the Sikh community,
Jennifer Isaac wants more counseling in
to get to the root cause. No one is
Kings of Kings Faith Leaders, Fathers
schools for students
going to get up and say he or she is
Alive in the Hood (FAITH), FedCap,
going to shoot someone today. We have to get to the bottom
Community Advocates and residents.
of it before it happens. You can’t always dump people in jail.
Dr Dhanpaul Narine from the Shri Trimurti Bhavan, called
When the young people get in jail their mental health goes
for more resources in education to spread awareness, and for
out of the window, and all they get is more medication: that
the dangers of gun violence to be included in the teaching
doesn’t work. They are coming out worse than when they went
curriculum in schools.
in jail.”
Karl A. Valere, Chief of Staff, and Mone’t Schultz, Deputy
Assemblyman Khaleel Anderson of the 31st Assembly
Chief of Staff and Legislative Director, in the office of
District said that that purpose of the Peace March was to bring
Assemblyman Khaleel Anderson, were on hand to engage the
attention to the increase in violence in South-East Queens,
community.

I

Assemblyman Khaleel Anderson asks for
investments to be made in South Queens

Educator Dr Dhanpaul Narine calls for schools’
curricula to include dealing with violence
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AUTHORS' CORNER

The Ugly Coat a weave of many threads

Poet’s Corner

I

I

n her own way, Eva Lee Hernandez weaves together many
threads to create her first book, The Ugly Coat. It is a
children’s book; but then there is more, with the genesis of
her text itself another narrative.
Hernandez recalls her early life and her love for listening to
the elders tell stories as a starting point and inspiration for her
stitching together The Ugly Coat. There was her grandmother’s
love for storytelling, and who fed young Hernandez’s growing,
writerly imagination from the cornucopia of the folklore that
is representative of Trinidad and Tobago’s rich, oral tradition.
Hernandez says it was from her grandmother’s mouth
where the first threads of her love for narrating emerged,
and which helped to shape her early world, and to feed her
growing love for the word that she later discovered in books.
As Hernandez told the Trinidad Express last month, “My
grandmother Felicia was my inspiration. She told me this
beautiful fairy tale, and I consider myself fortunate to be able
to share this story with others.”
She recalls her
early life growing up
in rural Trinidad,
where during the
summer holidays,
the children would
“build a house out of
bamboo, furnish it,
play games and cook
fireside”. However, she
noted, “[It] was those
nights spent with my
family listening to my
grandmother’s scary
stories that were most
enjoyable... I would
visit my great-aunts or
Leah Hernandez
elderly neighbours for
the sole reason that I was certain to hear a great story. Most of
these stories were about well-known folklore characters, such
as the devil, douens, jumbies, or soucouyants.”
Hernandez recalls her grandmother speaking “Patois”,
the Trinidadian lingua franca, an imaginative, poetic mix of
French and French Creole.
She recalls: “[Patois] was my grandmother’s first language,
and although she could not read or write, she would always
tell the most intriguing stories. Her method of storytelling was
often a mixture of speaking and singing, combining English
and Patois. Those stories taught me about life, its hopes and

The Mango Tree

n sunshine and rain, it stood elegant and tall.
Branches brushed against windows and wall.
A canopy over a hammock to rest and sleep.
Roots like tentacles stretched to buckle concrete —
the mango tree that lingers deep in my memory.
Its leaves sprinkled the sacred waters.
Hang on brocaded tents of weddings.
Strung artistically around the mouth
of the ritually decorated earthen pot,
and boiled in water over gentle fire —
a potent drink for the rigors of fever.
The mango tree in the yard.
The kiskadee flitted from branch to branch.
Sweet melodies mingled with tender breeze.
We mounted its trunk; rested on branches strong —
when days were pregnant with boyhood pranks.
The branches of the mango tree bowed
with oval-shaped fruits ripened by the sun.
With bamboo sticks we prodded at the stems
of those that smiled from branches high.
Some were caught before they kissed the ground.
The glee greater than any treasure found.
Some hid their faces in narrow drains.
No less savoured though mud-stained.
When the kiskadee pierced their red-yellow armor,
they glowed; they grew sweeter by the hour.
But sweetest of all —
those that fell of their own accord,
and laid like ambrosia to the eyes.
Haimnauth Ramkirath
The Mango Tree is taken from Haimnauth Ramkirath’s
fourth collection of poetry, Unsung Verses. Ramkirath
was born in Guyana, & is also the author of For A
Troubled World, Rhythms of Ease & Wonder, & At Ease
Like The Blooming Lotus. As a poet his themes focus
on a love for nature & life in its complexity, mystery,
& glory. He moved to the US in 1991 after close to a
decade of teaching in Guyana. He practices meditation,
yoga, & Ayurvedic healing, is a motivational speaker, &
a vigorous campaigner for social justice & equality.

Perhaps the creeks are starting to rise

O

n May 5 in this newspaper, I wrote about the need
for vaccinations to control the spread of Covid-19.
The vaccinations did have an effect, but since then
the effort has stalled, as the anti-vaccination campaign has
impacted on the general population arriving at the stage of
herd immunity.
The writing is on the wall. We now have an anti-vaccination
Covid-19 epidemic. Over 95 percent of hospital admissions
and deaths from the disease are folks who were not vaccinated!
While some may have had genuine
reasons not to have the vaccine, the vast
majority has been politicised against the
Bernard
vaccine. If these numbers are maintained,
Heydorn
the virus will become more virulent with
mutation, and many more innocent people
will die.
The influence of cult leaders, tyrants,
right wing religious fanatics, opportunists, the misinformed,
the propagandists, et al, will win the day, as they are currently
doing. The role of the media like Fox News, Facebook, Twitter,
and the like, will help to pave the way to our demise.
The lies, the big lies, the repeated lies will continue to
control the minds of the gullible and the willing. The spread
of the malignant media disease has invaded Canada with the
rise of Right Wing extremism. The Canadian government
is finding it difficult to deal with this force of evil, which is
hiding under the cover of “free speech”.
When the tides of evil coalesce as they are doing now in a
number of places around the world, they feed on each other.
They morph, and just like the new forms of the Covid-19
virus, they become a hundred percent more destructive.
This results in Civil unrest and Civil War – Trumpism in
the US as an example. The death of democracy in former
President Donald Trump’s America, in Brazil, in Asia, Africa,
the Far East, and other places, are the signs and symptoms of
these developments. We are not immune from the same in
Canada.
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The effects on climate change, tidal waves, forest fires,
hurricanes and global warming, tornados, droughts, the
disappearance of flora, fauna, and wildlife, the emergence
of new diseases, are all signs that we are on the “eve of
destruction’; or so it seems.
History is repeating itself. Man is his own worst enemy. We
are leaving the world, in spite of wonderful inventions and
progress, in a much worse state than when we were born.
Many of the bad things that happened could have been
avoided or reduced. Former President
Trump’s fraudulent spread of the
coronavirus in the US means that the virus
is here to stay! The same can be said for
his destruction of the planet, and ignoring
global warming.
Racism and civil unrest are rampant and
on the rise. The handwork of evil doers is
more than apparent. The battles that civil society thought it
had won are back in full force, if it ever died.
The deus ex machina is the evolving space race and
computer sciences. As the planet becomes more polluted, we
will transport our garbage and junk into space, which will be
our new junkyard. This has already started.
We will then travel to and inhabit other parts of the solar
system, having messed up Earth. This is another reality, with
space stations and intergalactic travel, the moon being a
stepping-stone. Sounds like science fiction? Not really.
If we can delay a nuclear war, some of us might be able
to survive. I will bet that tyrants like Trump and Russian
President Vladimir Putin will be the first to get on board the
space exits. They were among the first to secretly take the
lifesaving Covid-19 vaccines while propagating the idea that
the vaccines would kill their supporters!
This double talk is from the playbook of dictatorships like
Hitler’s Naziism and mind control. At such a time God would
be considered “dead”, not exactly a new concept. If the creeks
don't rise and the sun still shines, I’ll be talking to you.

disappointments, about people and the kind of person that I
should strive to be.”
It is from this rich heritage of language, griot-recall, and
performativity, that produced the early threads of The Ugly
Coat’s narrative, Hernandez says.
“The Ugly Coat is an important part of the legacy of my fore
parents, who through the art of storytelling were able to pass
on words of wisdom, cultural beliefs and practices, as well as
display their intellectual creativity,” she says.
Additionally, “I trust [that] my version of the story my
grandmother shared with me honours her memory. The Ugly
Coat is a book that pays homage to the past, to those stories
I heard as a child, [and which] I believe should not be lost. I
wanted to preserve the stories of the oral tradition that I grew
up with, and for readers to experience the same joy I got from
hearing them.”
The Ugly Coat was written for all ages, she says, noting,
“One of the positive impacts of storytelling is that it brings
people together, a form of social cohesion. It was a way
my community and family bonded, and a beautiful way of
transmitting the lessons of life, one’s heritage, and values.”
She adds, “Around the age of ten my mother introduced me
to the world of literature when she bought me the first of many
great literary classics, The Count of Monte Cristo. Eventually
I grew to have quite a collection of books and a deep love for
literature and the arts. I was particularly fascinated with… Jane
Austen, and imagined writing a book as great as Pride and
Prejudice.”
Hernandez says her ambitious start-up as a writer was to
produce “the West Indian equivalent of stories such as Beauty
and the Beast, Cinderella, and Sleeping Beauty”.
However, after completing The Ugly Coat, she discovered
how relevant its motifs were to Trinidad and Tobago,
particularly with the disturbing and violent assaults by men on
women that have been occurring in the last few years.
“The Ugly Coat is a love story, although not typical by
any means. [It] is set in the village of Caura and focuses on
Octavia, a mother who attempts to protect her daughter Rachel
from the devil, who wants her to be his wife.”
However, it also highlights gender-based violence,
Hernandez notes, adding, “For so many women who find
themselves in abusive relationships, the end comes at a price
no woman should have to pay.”
The Ugly Coat is published by Austin Macauley Publishers.
It is available at Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Goodreads, and on
the Austin Macauley website.
Leah Hernandez wrote The Ugly Coat using the nom de
plume Eva Lee Hernandez. She has a Bachelor of Arts Degree
in Literatures in English with Linguistics, and a Master of
Arts degree in Project Management. She lives and works in
Trinidad.
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Curbside food service not picking up so Trent restaurant group closes
Port-of-Spain – The Trent Restaurant Group furloughed
275 workers last week for three months, the group indicating
ongoing losses in its curbside and takeaway food service with
business not picking up, the Trinidad Express reported.
Announcement that its restaurant workers were being put on
the breadline came days after the group’s owner, Peter George,
said he would implement a new rule
for unvaccinated staff. It meant the
restaurant workers would be out-ofpocket for a PCR Covid-19 test every
two weeks.
The Trent Group includes Trotters,
Buzo, Amara, Blue Star Diner, and
Tommy's Brewing Company. Its suspension of restaurant operations
kicked in on Monday night.
“Our business is predicated around
world-class experiential dining, and
as much as we have stressed, there
is no viability in curbside and take
away operations,” a statement from the
group indicated.
Additionally, “We stand ready, if
and when that time comes, to resume
full dine-in operations. Thank you for
your understanding and unwavering
support as we remain in hope for a
bright future for the nation.”
Last week George said the closure
was an exhaustive and difficult deciPeter
sion to make after 17 months with
his businesses battling Covid-19 regulations that included two
lockdowns and operating on curbside service.
“I, along with my management, met with the staff on Friday
during a virtual meeting to announce this decision that was not
an easy one... Workers were sad, and asked questions on why
this move was being taken. I told them it was strictly an economic decision, and the businesses were haemorrhaging cash,
which can no longer be sustained,” George said.
He added that his restaurants were not designed for a curbside or takeaway model, as that represents only 20 percent of
the business. George also noted that even when in-house dining

resumes, he was uncertain if his business might be worth saving.
The economic damage done to the restaurant industry has been
catastrophic, he maintained.
Said George: “The second lockdown was devastating. We
did not furlough anyone, and we continued to pay staff, along
with making lunches for the employees, and rotated some at
my other businesses, Linda’s Bakery.
I had to throw in the towel, as
my losses have been huge over the
months.”
George said he was also concerned that even when the economy
reopens, businesses may continue to
suffer, as the stimulus and spending
power is no longer there.
“This country is going down a
slippery slope, and I warned this
since last year. I sent e-mails to the
Prime Minister [Keith Rowley], and
Finance Minister [Colm Imbert] on
a ‘Marshall Plan’ on how to help the
economy during this pandemic, but
no one took me on,” George said.
The Marshall Plan was a US
initiative that was passed in 1948
to deliver economic aid to help
Western Europe recover following
World War II.
Late last week, Trotters restaurant
manager Debrah Findlay said she
George
understood it was a hard decision
for George to make. However, from a business perspective, the
owner was not making enough money to sustain the restaurants.
“Takeaway at Trotters since reopening is between five to ten
meals a day, and 20 on a good day, while curbside is 15 on average per day. That definitely cannot cover the overhead expenses
daily. It is going to be difficult during the closure, but you cannot keep running on fumes,” she said.
Findlay said she was grateful to George for paying workers,
and providing lunches during the second lockdown.
General manager at Buzo Restaurant, Francis Oliver, said
the mood at the restaurant was sombre on Friday following

Trent Group’s Buzo & Trotters closed on Monday
announcement of the closure. Workers were upset,
and were anxious about
how they were going to
pay their rent going forward. Other staff members were also worried
about purchasing school
supplies when the term
resumes in September, he
said. Oliver added staff
understood what the
group had done during
the closure when revenues were trickling in.
“What we noticed were
slow sales in the day, but
there would have been a
rush in the night up until 7 p.m. Month-end sales were not bad
at all, but that is not an everyday occurrence, so that puts pressure on the day-to-day operations of the business,” he said.
Oliver said so far, just one staffer had received the government’s Salary Relief Grant of (TT) $1,500.
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Govt goes into vaccination overdrive
Port-of-Spain – The government of
Trinidad and Tobago plans to go into overdrive
this month to fully vaccinate as many of its
nationals a possible against Covid-19.
The call to pull out all the stops to hit
this target was made over the weekend by
Prime Minister, Dr Keith Rowley, and Health
Minister Terrence Deyalsingh.
Rowley and Deyalsingh said politicians
throughout the nation should use the same
machinery they use to get nationals out to the
polls during elections. This time, the effort
would take nationals to the nearest facility,
not to cast a vote, but to receive the Covid-19
vaccine.
Over the weekend, Rowley realigned his
typical Emancipation Day messaging, saying to
the nation, “[Make] a resolution to emancipate
yourself from Covid-19.”
Said Rowley, “Within our population of 1.4
million people – that’s the target we are looking
at – the science tells us we need to vaccinate
900,000… [to acquire herd immunity],” he
said.
He added, “To date, we have put our hands

Keith Rowley
[on], and have in our possession, approximately 1.2 million doses of [WHO-approved
Covid-19] vaccines.”
Rowley said the inventory on hand allows

for 600,000 people to be inoculated.
“That is a major hurdle from not having any
vaccines,” he said.
However, there remained a substantial
quantity of doses required, and which should
arrive in Trinidad and Tobago later this month,
he revealed.
According to Deyalsingh, currently there are
another 500,000-600,000 doses of Sinopharm
vaccines to be administered, with 15,000 to
20,000 doses of AstraZeneca in storage for
recipients awaiting a second shot.
Rowley also called on politicians, councillors, parliamentarians, religious bodies, and
other stakeholders to play a part in getting
nationals to vaccination centres.
“I asked all the people in the Cabinet who
represent people, the same way you organise
and mobilise to come out in rallies, and so on,
which we have not had for a long time in this
country, to go out there and mobilise people,”
Rowley said.
He said he urged officials to “transport
them to the vaccination stations – go into the
communities as you go for the votes”.

Businesses call on govt for ‘urgent’ fix to prices

Port-of-Spain – Steep increases in the prices of imported food items have placed Trinidad
and Tobago in “deep trouble”, and could see it
facing a “frightening situation” like Haiti and
Venezuela with food insecurity.
This was the view of former president of
the Supermarket Association of Trinidad and
Tobago, and CEO of Arima Discount Mart,
Balliram Maharaj.
He added the government must step in with
urgent measures to deal with the deteriorating
food import situation.
According to food importers last week, since
last year prices for canned corned beef have
gone up by 36 percent, yellow split peas and
lentils are up by 34 percent, brown sugar process are up by 25 percent, and canned tuna
have increased by 15 percent.
Other food items are set to increase by up
to 50 percent in some cases compared to last
year’s prices, importers said. The consensus
among industry stakeholders is that food prices
will not stop rising anytime soon.
What has contributed to the escalation in
food prices is a shortage of shipping containers
internationally, along with a concomitant steep
increase in freight cost to ship these items since
the Covid-19 pandemic started. Compounding
the shipping issues is the perennial lack of foreign exchange, importers said last week.
On July 21, Maharaj wrote to the Minister

Balliram Maharaj
of Trade Paula, Gopee-Scoon, and listed the
percentage hike in food items, while warning
about a looming food crisis in Trinidad and
Tobago if nothing is done to fix the problem.
Restricted foreign currency availability is
making shipping a critical issue, Maharaj said.
“Within recent times shipping agents have
requested payment for freight and Terminal
Handling Charges at the destination to be paid
in US currency. Some agents were accepting

Trinidad and Tobago dollars at an inflated
exchange rate. However, [recently] they are all
requesting that payments be made in US currency. Any failure to comply with this mandate
results in shipments not being released and
incurring demurrage charges,” he said.
The problem has ballooned into an almost
300 percent increase in freight rates since last
year, and continues to rise, Maharaj said.
Maharaj said empty containers were also
becoming increasingly difficult to locate,
which was “causing further delays in getting
supplies shipped around the world”.
He also noted that world food supplies production declined due to the pandemic when
nations went into shutdown. With factories
and production plants either closed or operating with minimum staff, it meant a ripple effect
that further increases food prices.
Among other things in his letter to GopeeScoon, Maharaj proposed an increase in local
food production as a solution to high food
prices and limited supplies.
“We must devise a system for Trinbagonians
to start to get a taste in our palates for the food
we grow. Maybe, if permitted by the Caricom
Trade Agreement, we can start with a surcharge on all fancy items, the funds can then
be filtered into the Ministry of Agriculture
for subsidies on food production through our
farmers,” he wrote.

Nigel Khan
It also emphasised these measures are necessary to ensure the protection of employees,
their families, and customers. Also, it noted
the bookstore service mandates that employees
engage with the public, and therefore, they are
at a heightened risk to the Covid-19 virus and
its variants.
Employees were also informed that wearing
a face mask and face shield were mandatory,

and must have on their person a sanitiser, and
must practise social distancing.
Nigel R Khan locations have around 50
employees. Khan said the company’s policy is
guided by its human resource department with
respect to sick leave conditions.
Said Khan: “We are 95 percent vaccinated.
We just have one or two people who refuse
to get vaccinated because of the social media
comments and fear propagated.”
He also revealed that staff members had
approached management and expressed concern about working with unvaccinated staff.
The issue was about personal safety, life, and
death, he said.
“I’m also looking at it from a humanitarian
standpoint. This is a public health emergency.
I cannot allow someone to enter the store with
a gun, in the same manner I cannot allow an
unvaccinated person to pose risk to others,”
he said.
Additionally, “We cannot put lives at risk.
That sort of irresponsibility does not fly well
with us. Vaccination is for the greater good of
everyone,” he said.

Unvaccinated staff must book 14-day tests - Khan
Port-of-Spain – With 95 percent of Nigel R
Khan workers vaccinated, the bookseller said
he remains firm with the stand that unvaccinated employees must undergo frequent
Covid-19 tests at their own expense.
In a company-wide memorandum issued
last week, businessman Nigel Khan advised
employees that effective August 2, all members
of staff engaging with the public and working
behind the scenes are encouraged to become
vaccinated against the Covid-19 virus.
If there are staffers who are not vaccinated,
then they must submit to a Polymerase Chain
Reaction test every 14 days at their own cost.
The memorandum further stated that testing would begin 14 days after August 2.
The company advisory also indicated that
sick leave did not cover the coronavirus, and as
such, employees will remain at home without
pay.
“In the event that you contract Covid-19,
your sick leave does not extend to cover the
virus. This as such shall be treated as no pay
absence on your records,” the memorandum
stated.
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Protest action registers opposition to
Columbus’ ongoing presence in PoS

Remove Columbus
statue call renewed
Port-of-Spain – The call was renewed last
week to remove the statue of Christopher
Columbus from its lofty Columbus Square
perch on the corner of Independence
Square and Duncan Street in Port-of-Spain.
The request came from the head of the
Emancipation Support Committee, Zakiya
Uzoma-Wadada, in the run-up to celebrations
of Emancipation Day, which was observed on
August 1.
Uzoma-Wadada made the call again for the
statue’s removal while speaking at the Portof-Spain City Corporation council’s monthly
statutory meeting at City Hall late last month.
According to Uzoma-Wadada, Emancipation
must be seen as an ongoing process, which
included dismantling Trinidad and Tobago’s
colonial legacy.
Speaking with the media later, UzomaWadada said, “Emancipation is a process, and
we are hoping to make steps towards the full
emancipation of Africans. It did not only
involve self-repair – trying to heal from the
trauma – it also speaks to reparative justice,
with efforts being made on the powers that be
to ensure that Africans are compensated and
the different ways they can be compensated.”
She added, “Also we have to decolonise and
remove the colonial legacy. If we continue to
think with the colonial mentality, and maintain laws and attitudes that are typical of the
colonial master, then we are not helping the
process of Emancipation.”
Removal of the Columbus statue will help
carry forward the process, she added.
“We can’t say we are free when we walk,
and all around us there is representation, not
of myself, in which I can be proud and strong,
but there is a representation of the master.
Every street name, infrastructure, government
system, images, statues, represent him,” she
argued.
Uzoma-Wadada said Emancipation must
transition away from a celebration of freedom
“to a celebration of oneself ”.
She added, “At that time those people wanted to create a society that was a reflection of
themselves… We have to start to recreate our
own society.”
The government unveiled an Emancipation
Monument last year, which was commendable
step, Uzoma-Wadada said.
“We have the power to make the changes we
want,” she added.
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema
India’s voice also belongs to the rest of the world

J

uly 31 made it 41 years since India’s legendary singer
O my son; Jane kahan mera jigar gaya ji); songs of resistance
Mohammed Rafi was taken away from us. On that fateful
(Jinhein naaz hai hind par; Sarfaroshi ki tamanna), to high-end
day in 1980, the singer departed after recording a song
philosophies (Ye duniya mil bhi jaye to kya hai; Caravan guzar
for the film Aas Paas – Tu Kahin Aas Paas Hai Dost. Rafi
gaya). His Azaan, Naats, and Sufi Qawwalis, Shabad Gurbani,
Saab had a pain in his chest, but didn’t tell anyone and went
and devotional Bhajans continue to provide spiritual solace to
to work. Shortly after recording the song he died of a heart
people across the world.
attack at his residence. His funeral procession was joined by
Despite his extraordinary and enviable musical career,
10,000 mourning fans, followed by a two-day public holiday
Rafi was not without his sense of insecurities, contradictions,
announced by the Government of India in his honour.
quirkiness, and regrets. A devout Muslim, he attributed his
Mohammed
success entirely to
Rafi was born on
the Almighty, but
December 24, 1924,
struggled with his
the fifth among the
religious identity,
six sons of Hajji Ali
especially after
Mohammad and
he performed the
Allahrakhi Bai. Rafi
Hajj, believing
displayed his musical
that his singing
inclination from
went against the
a very young age,
principles of Islam.
and his talent was
He was constantly
recognised by his
troubled by this
elder brother’s friend
thought, especially
Abdul Hameed, who
when certain
convinced Rafi’s
mosque heads and
family to nurture his
Maulvis would
musical talents.
return his charitable
Rafi started taking
contributions on
Hindustani classical
the grounds that
music from Pandit
he made a living
Jiwan Lal Mattoo,
off a job that was
who taught him the
religiously forbidden.
intricacies of Raag
In times like
Mohammed Rafi’s eternal voice is known across the globe
Shastra and Punjabi
these, he went off to
folk ragas Pahaadi, Bhairavi, Basant and Malhaar.
London, England. Seeing his distraught condition, his children
He later trained under Ustad Abdul Wahad Khan, and also
would send him back to India, where he was counselled by the
received lessons from Ustad Bade Ghulam Ali Khan, as well
likes of Naushad and others urging him to consider his unique
as from Feeroze Nizami, a producer in the All India Radio
talent as a divine gift.
Lahore. K.L. Saigal and G.M. Durani were his idols, and in the
Lack of his own formal education made him send his
beginning he emulated Saigal’s style.
children for studies abroad, discouraging any Bollywood
Rafi performed his first stage show at 13 years of age in
singing aspirations in any form. Frequently changing
Lahore. He started singing for the All India Radio in Lahore
bungalows was certainly a quirky thing he did, and
from the year 1941. He also recorded his first song Soniye Nee, one wonders how his family coped with the constant
Heeriye Nee, a duet with famous singer Zeenat Begam for the
displacements.
Punjabi film Gul Baloch, the same year. The film was released
Rafi’s generosity is legendary, and included singing free
in 1944.
of charge for his friends who turned producers; accepting
In the mid-1940s Rafi started singing for top music
lower fees on many occasions; raising money for temples;
directors like Naushad and Shyam Sunder. His work with
contributing zakat; singing at religious festivals; financial help
Naushad continued through the 1950s and 1960s. Together
to those who needed it; and even getting medical equipment
they worked in films like Pehle Aap (1944), Anmol Ghadi
for local hospitals from his tours abroad.
(1946), Shahjahan (1946), Dulari (1949), Deedar (1951),
During his lifetime, Rafi delivered live performances in the
Deewana (1952) and Uran Khatola (1955).
Caribbean: Guyana, Trinidad and Tobago, Suriname; and in
Rafi catapulted into stardom after his work in the film Baiju Fiji, the US, UK, East Africa, and other parts of the world.
Bawra under the direction of Naushad. The semi-classical
Rafi’s death on July 31, 1980, at just 55 years of age, dealt a
bhajan Man Tarpat Hari Darshan Ko Aaj from the film showed big blow to Hindi cinema, and left his fans grieving for years.
the world Mohammed Rafi’s calibre as a singer. The two
He was at that time rediscovering his voice, and reconnecting
collaborated for another magnum opus – Mughal-e-Azam – in
with the audiences with several new hits.
1960.
The traditions kept alive by his fans and followers tell the
There are heart-warming stories of an extremely humble,
story of his enduring popularity and adulation. Musical shows
mild-mannered, soft-spoken, and religious Rafi who was
dedicated to him are even today organised in different parts
popular throughout the cinema world and beyond. The man
of the world, where Rafi fans sing his songs to honour his
whose songs popularised many onscreen heroes, hardly ever
memory. Even in 2021, the latest releases still feature Rafi’s old
watched films himself, much to the annoyance of his family,
classics in the background.
till Deewar hit the theatres.
Though a lot has changed in recent times, from the type
He remained in awe of Amitabh Bachchan, the ‘superstar’.
of music to the way of singing and editing, Mohammed Rafi’s
Not watching films meant he would very often not know who
songs that were released decades ago will always remain
his song was filmed on.
exceptional and heart-warming. His eternal voice and aroma of
In his illustrious career, he received six Filmfare Awards
freshness to the melody will forever reside in our hearts.
and was honoured with the National Film Award once.
He has inspired generations of musical aspirants: a voice
Besides Hindi, he sang in several Indian languages, including
that is considered to be timeless and classic of all times; songs
Konkani, Bhojpuri, Bengali, Odia, Punjabi, Marathi, Sindhi,
that will forever be young and evergreen are no other than of
Telugu, Kannada, Maithili, Gujarati, Magahi, and Urdu. Apart
Mohammed Rafi.
from Indian languages, he gave his melodious voice to songs
His songs and their tunes are even today used as the
in English, Arabic, Persian, Sinhalese, Creole, and Dutch
background score for many of our own renderings of bhajans,
languages.
and to express our individual singing prowess.
If there was any one singer, who through his sheer
Remembering Rafi in these times when Bollywood is going
versatility, perfect emoting, sublime voice, and marvellous
through its own churning means honouring the struggles of all
octave range actually marginalised a number of male singers of those who enrich the cinema world with their artistry, talent,
his era, it was undoubtedly Mohammed Rafi.
and hard work, and not because they have family connections.
Rafi’s dominance rested entirely on the sheer magic of his
Rafi believed that singers could not be ‘made’, and that
voice, taking the audience on a roller coaster of emotions. He
divine blessings alone had carved his destiny. For an artiste
worked with all the leading music directors of that era, and
so adored, respected and influential in an industry where
ruled the market and popular charts.
privileges and nepotism thrive, he refused to promote any
His repertoire included songs of nationalistic fervour (Aye
member of his family, or seek favours for himself.
watan, aye watan; Kar chalein hum fida); romantic numbers
Mohammed Rafi will remain the voice of India, but his
(Jab dil se dil takrata hai; Is rang badalti duniya mein);
songs belong to the entire world that embraced him, and to all
expressions of tragedy (Aapke pehlu mein aake ro diye; Mili
those who are filled with hope and optimism for the future,
khaq mein mohabbat); comedic joys (Chhurri ban kaanta ban
whenever they listen to his melodies.
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Raj Kundra with an officer from the Mumbai police

Kundra taken into custody

A

ctress Shilpa Shetty’s husband Raj Kundra and his
aide Ryan Thorpe were denied bail by a court in
Mumbai on July 28 in the case relating to filming and
distributing pornographic content through mobile apps.
According to NDTV, Kundra’s lawyer questioned the basis
on which the police was arguing, and asked: “Is the accused
a terrorist?” To this, the government lawyer quipped, “Digital
evidence in the case has been destroyed.”
Elsewhere, a new First Instance Report or FIR has been
filed in connection to the pornography scandal shaking up
Bollywood. The Mumbai Crime Branch has lodged a fresh
complaint that names producers employed at businessman
Kundra’s company, including producer Roma Khan, her
husband, actress Gehana Vasisth, director Tanveer Hashmi,
and Umesh Kamath (who used to look after India operations
of Kundra’s firm).
According to media reports, the case was registered by the
crime branch’s property cell after an actress approached the
police and alleged she was forced to shoot for a pornographic
film for the HotShots app. The FIR was registered under
Indian Penal Code (IPC) section 420 (cheating), 392
(punishment for robbery), 393 (attempt to commit robbery),
and provisions of the Indecent Representation of Women
(Prohibition) Act and the Information Technology Act, the
official stated.
The Mumbai Crime Branch has confirmed that Shilpa
Shetty’s role will be further probed in the matter.
An official told the media: “Shilpa Shetty hasn’t been given
a clean chit yet. All possibilities/angles are being probed.
Forensic auditors are appointed, and they are looking into the
transactions of all accounts in this case. Other directors of
Viaan Industries (Kundra’s company) will also be called for
statements, as and when needed.”
According to a police statement at a magistrate’s court,
Kundra earned close to Rs11.7 million between August and
December last year, at a time when India was grappling
through a coronavirus lockdown, and entertainment arenas
and theatres were shut across the country.
Salman Khan’s ex-girlfriend Somy Ali has weighed in on
the scandal facing Bollywood. Ali, who was last seen in 1997’s
Agnichakra, seemed surprised about the arrest. In an interview
with Hindustan Times, she wondered why a country known for
the ‘Kama Sutra’ would balk at the thought of explicit material.
“The mere taboo of talking about sex or porn ignites more
curiosity. Personally, I don’t judge those who choose [this] as
their profession as long as no one is hurt or sexually trafficked.
It is pivotal that there shouldn’t be any sort of coercion... We
have no right to judge anyone,” she said.
Former Bigg Boss contestant Sofia Hayat has said it is not
uncommon for Bollywood aspirants to be tricked into shooting
for pornographic films by unscrupulous people.
“A casting agent once said to me that there was an intimate
scene and I have to show the director how well I can act for it,”
Hayat said.
She added, “I knew this was a trick because professionals
would never ask any artiste to perform such a scene. I have
done two love scenes in my career, and although I am not
inhibited about such scenes, it was a closed set and nobody
had asked me to perform the scenes before the shoot,” she said.
She also pointed out that a number of businessmen took
advantage of young women in the film industry. Their only
motivation is money — and what they did to women was the
equivalent of rape, she said.
Bollywood actress Celina Jaitly has issued a statement that
she has no links with Kundra or the Hotshots app.
“Celina was approached for Shilpa Shetty’s app JL Streams,
which is a decent influencers’ app for professionals. She wasn’t
approached for HotShots; she even doesn’t know what it is all
about. Since Shilpa is a good friend of Celina, and they share
a warm and friendly rapport, she was invited to join,” Times of
India quoted Jaitly’s spokesperson as saying.
Kundra was arrested on July 19 by Mumbai Crime Branch,
and will remain in judicial custody until August 10.
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Women in Aandhi: Powerful, yet overpowered
Movie Review: Aandhi (1975) by Filmi Geek
crust society. But when their interests clash, it is Aarti whose
hat a nation has anointed a female leader or two is in
identity is compromised. A woman can be a politician or a
no way a sign that the women of that nation are treated
wife, but not both.
with equality or full respect, either by the powerful, or
And in Aandhi’s present, simply being seen walking with
the public. The revelations by US Senator Kirsten Gillibrand of
a man is enough to subject Aarti to public opprobrium and
her treatment at the hands (literally, sometimes) of certain male
jeopardise her political career. Rallies form at which she is
colleagues make that point all too clear in my own country.
publicly shamed, her morals called into question. No matter
Gulzar’s excellent Aandhi highlights some of the ways it has been that the man is her husband; this fact is unknown and perhaps
true in India, even at a time when the national reins were held
of little interest to her detractors. There is nothing progressive
by Indira Gandhi, arguably the most powerful woman in that
about voting a woman into power, when in exchange she is
country’s history.
held to a standard that would never apply to a male politician,
The focus of Aandhi, Aarti Devi (Suchitra Sen), is in some
and expected to be pure and superhuman, a goddess. There is
ways based upon Indira Gandhi – close enough to cause trouble
a reason they call her Devi.
with the censors during the Emergency, as they forced the
This push-me, pull-you between the desire for power and
reshooting of some scenes before allowing its re-release. But the
the call to service on the one hand, and the simple human
film is not so much about that interesting, polarising woman
need for love, companionship, and family on the other, is an
herself. Rather, it is about what Aarti must sacrifice, as a woman, exhausting strain on Aarti, conveyed in a thoroughly masterful
and as a human being, in exchange for the power and the
performance by Suchitra Sen (notwithstanding a Bengali
privilege of public service.
accent that even my non-native ear could detect).
As the film opens, Aarti Devi is the front-runner in a hotly
Her expressive face registers deep intelligence and
contested election, and her
determined weariness;
chief opponent Chandersen
though Aarti looks tired
(Om Shivpuri) is gaining
of the relentless political
ground. Chandersen is a selfmanoeuvering she must
proclaimed man of the people,
perform, there is also an
whose rhetoric contrasts the
archness to her demeanor,
wealthy, sheltered, foreignalways on the edge of
educated Aarti Devi with his
breaking into a wry smile.
own poor background (though
And the expression of control,
his campaign is backed by an
the firmness she shows when
industrialist). Aarti’s crafty
speaking resolute words in
and not always above-board
a press conference, seems a
campaign manager, Lallu Lal
willful facade that melts in the
(Om Prakash), commandeers a
gentle warmth of the reunion
wing of a hotel as headquarters
with J.K.
for an extended campaign
Suchitra Sen’s performance
stop. What Lallu does not
is a pure conduit for Aandhi’s
know is that the manager
narrative force; even if no
of this hotel, J.K. (Sanjeev
words were spoken, you
Kumar), is Aarti’s estranged
could read from her face the
husband, whom she has not
seductiveness of the notion
seen in years.
of abandoning the constant
The unexpected reunion
labour of public life, and
rattles both Aarti and J.K.
returning to comforting
They begin to spend time
domestic simplicity.
together between Aarti’s press
Aandhi’s narrative, though,
engagements and speeches,
is not so oversimplified;
sharing tea and nostalgic meals
its thoughtful conclusion
poignantly served by Brinda
acknowledges the reality that
(A.K. Hangal), J.K.’s servant,
domesticity would never suit
who has known Aarti since
Aarti Devi, while leaving a
she was a child; she addresses
sense that her estrangement
him as Kaka, completing the
from J.K. is over, that some
domestic picture that draws
kind of tender relationship
both J.K. and Aarti in. They
can survive, even if not a
clearly still share tremendous
traditional marriage.
affection for one another, made
As satisfying as this
awkward by years of separation.
relationship arc is, Aandhi
(At one point Aarti goes to
is also a very good story of
call J.K. in for dinner and
political gamesmanship. Lallu
hesitates, unsure how familiarly
Lal and his counterparts
to address him.) But as each
in Chandersen’s campaign
of them reminisces about the
manoeuvre their pieces
Clockwise from top Indira Gandhi, Suchitra Sen, Om around the board,
growth and the souring of
Shivpuri, & Rehman
their relationship, we see in
manipulating the press,
flashback why these obviously tender feelings were not enough
each other, their financial backers, and even sometimes the
to keep their marriage intact.
candidates themselves; Lallu Lal is often cagey with Aarti,
These flashbacks, and the response to rumours in the film’s
keeping her in the dark even as he pulls various tactical strings.
present sparked by the couple’s late-night strolls, underscore
Daubed on this cynical backdrop are bits and pieces that
that even the apparently powerful Aarti Devi is contained
might read as satire if they rang just a little less true. In one
and owned by the rigid expectations of patriarchy. In Aarti’s
scene, Aarti Devi inspects an array of campaign posters, and
youth, her industrialist father K. Bose (Rehman) opposes her
complains that too many of them are printed in English.
marriage to J.K., because Bose has higher expectations for her
“There should be more in Hindi,” she scolds, in English
than keeping house and breeding children. Yet this is not a
– crisply expressing one of Aandhi’s themes, that leaders
sign of Bose’s progressivism; he wants her in politics to ensure
proclaiming to be for the people are not necessarily of the
that he has a politician in his pocket when his business needs
people.
one. Aarti’s five years at Oxford, which Bose does not wish to
Another superb bit of political wryness comes in one of
see wasted, are an investment in his company’s future, not in
the film’s fantastic songs, a qawwali sung at a political rally,
his daughter’s autonomous personhood.
in which the assembled rabble offers sarcastic greetings to
And so Aarti’s desire for domesticity, expressed in her
the politicians who are putting in their appearances: “Salaam
marriage to J.K., is a kind of rebellion against Bose’s control.
kijiye, ali janaab aaye hain/yeh paanch saalo ka dene hisaab
But when she grows restless in that rebellion and becomes
aaye hain.” This rally does not end well for Aarti Devi.
involved in politics, she affronts J.K.’s sense of ownership over
And so Aandhi is two excellent films in one, loaded
her; he declares in so many words that she belongs to him, and with trenchant observations about the nature of politics,
must obey his command to quit public life, or cease – almost
sympathetic exposure of the price that women in particular
by definition – to be his wife. To be fair to J.K., Aarti is so
must pay to achieve any kind of worldly power, and a very
caught up in her work as to be thoughtless and insulting to
tender examination of how a couple’s relationship grows and
him, cavalierly suggesting that he leave the hotel business for
changes over the years. It is a tremendously rewarding piece of
a more high-tone job that will make her look better in uppercinema.
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MC Altaf recently launched a new track ‘Likha Maine’

Hip-hop in India needs push

By Juhi Chakraborty
opular for his Bronx’s inspired approach to his music,
hip-hop artiste, MC Altaf rose to fame after featuring
in Zoya Akhtar’s fillm, Gully Boy in 2019. And while
the film did push the genre and helped it become a bit
mainstream, Altaf feels it’s still too soon to say whether hip
hop has become widely accepted.
“I feel pop and Bollywood music have always overshadowed
hip-hop, which has largely been an under-rated genre. First it
was imitation rap, which was replaced by desi hip-hop, then
gully hip-hop, and I hope there comes a time when hip-hop
doesn’t need any such sub genres and all Indian hip-hop is
considered as mainstream,” says Altaf. He adds that the need
of the hour is “labels and promoters to believe in the genre and
that rap and hip-hop artistes can command the same influence,
respect and loyalty as commercial artists”.
More often than not it has been seen that there’s a need for
Bollywood film music to help to push music of other kinds.
The hip-hop star admits that sometimes you need that one big
banner film or actor to endorse a product or service in India
for it to blow out of proportion.
“Sadly, Indian music consumption is still dominated by
Bollywood. Punjabi artistes were never popular till they began
signing film deals, and had well-known actors endorsing their
art. I guess it’s the same logic,” he opines.
As a rapper, hip-hop artiste, Altaf, who recently launched his
new track Likha Maine, which he says is inspired by his reality
and what surrounds him and many others on a daily basis, has a
big dream for the genre in India.
“I want the next Eminem, Jay-Z, Cardi B, Nicki Minaj and
Drake coming out of India!” he says.
But the question remains — do we have enough people to
back up such talents of hip-hop in our country?
Weighing in, Altaf says, “There are lots of upcoming
artistes who aren’t yet exposed to large audiences. To keep the
momentum, we’ll have to support new talented artistes who
have the potential to bring a breath of fresh air.”
The musicians also feel that digital platforms should start
documenting more of Indian hip-hop journey to create
awareness.
He ends saying, “It’ll also encourage the artistes. Hip-hop is
not limited to writing about struggle, gully life, or women and
vices, but it’s far beyond, which our listeners will take time to
understand.”
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Father & son Udit Narayan & Aditya

Dad, son sing each other’s songs

T

he biggest happening at the Indian Idol finale will
be on August 15 where the show’s star-host, Aditya
Narayan, will be performing live with his father,
veteran singer Udit Narayan.
But here is the real surprise: Aditya will be singing his
father’s hits like Doli Sajaa Ke Rakhna, Papa Kehte Hain, Jadoo
Teri Nazar, and Pehla Nasha, while Udit will sing his son’s hits
like Tattad Tattad, Ishqiya Dishqiyan.
Confirming this, Aditya says, “Well, the finale has a lot of
performances. But for me my favourite performance for the
Finale is my father and I doing an act together.”
He adds, “We are planning a role reversal where he sings my
song, and I sing his. All our top 15 contestants are performing.
It’s being shot on our Mumbai set. We are shooting it over the
course of a week to accommodate all acts. The finale result
announcement will be live.”
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CCMC hosts over-50s tri-nation games

Cricket returns to Ontario August 16-20 at Danville Park
Toronto – Cricket Canada Masters Council is proudly hosting a first ever Over-50s Tri-Nation Cricket Tournament in
North America.
The tournament is scheduled from August 16 to August 20,
with Canada, US, and the West Indies
participating. All the games will
be played at the Danville Park
in Mississauga.
This will be a great opportunity for cricket fans
and supporters to see their
national and international
cricketers live in action. Entry to the games is free to the
public.
This tournament is scheduled to
take place with strict adherence to federal, provincial, and international Covid-19 regulations. All plans are in place to enforce
the protocols on sanitisation and social distancing.
Cricket Canada Masters Council is a not-for-profit organisation. It was established in February 2019, and mandated by
Cricket Canada to promote and develop senior level cricket
across Canada.
The group’s main goal is to encourage a healthy lifestyle for
seniors by engaging them in cricket, while fostering a sense of
camaraderie through multiculturalism, inclusion, and commu-

nity support.
CCMC members are also engaged in coaching and mentoring of youth cricket programs across Canada. It is actively
collaborating with fitness professionals, mental conditioning
coaches, physiotherapists, families of the players, and any person or groups within Canada to promote physical, social, and
emotional well-being by active and open communication within
the members, and with the communities.

Pollard hits below the surface, gives pitches a knock

W

C

ome August 26 the Kookaburra Smart
Ball will take flight at the Hero Caribbean
Premier League in St Kitts & Nevis.
Powered by Sportcor technology, this revolutionary ball is being put to use for the first time in
a professional league. At its core is technology
that registers many more data points than radar
or ball-tracking now in use. During its flight,
instruments at its centre gathers and transmits
data on each delivery, including speed, its spin
at release, the moment it hits the pitch, and when
it arrives at the batsman. The ball’s release, prebounce and post bounce delivery data are then
quickly delivered to the commentators in real
time, and will also be graphically displayed to
fans and viewers during the live telecast.
Said Pete Russell, Hero CPL’s CEO: “We are
really excited to be a cricketing first once again
at Hero CPL. This technology is just mind-blowing. We are really excited to see the Kookaburra
Smart Ball powered by Sportcor at the heart
of the action at this year’s tournament. We are
sure it will give added value to the teams and
the fans.”
Sportcor Executive Chairman and Co-founder,
Michael Kasprowicz, said: “We’re delighted to partner with Hero CPL to introduce the
Kookaburra Smart Ball powered by Sportcor to
the world. By delivering real time data, we look
forward to getting fans closer to the action than
ever and giving players and coaches access to
new insight to their performance, enhancing the
way we all experience cricket!”
David Orchard, General Manager, Kookaburra
said: “[We] are committed to continuous
improvement and innovation in the game we
love, and our collaboration with Sportcor on the
Kookaburra Smart Ball is an example of us leading together in this space, and providing real
time data on the performance of every delivery
in the game.”
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est Indies captain Kieron Pollard gave the pitches a enormous challenge with which they never really came to grips.
fierce knock following the recent one-day series loss
Said Harper: “Coming to Barbados in the ODIs – differagainst Australia in Barbados, saying the surfaces ent format, longer format – I think the team generally found
were “absolutely ridiculous”, the Caribbean Media Corporation the pitches a little challenging, and didn’t adapt as well as they
reported last week.
should’ve from a batting perspective.”
However, at the same time, Pollard acHe added, “They never really came to
knowledged West Indies did not perform
terms with the pitch, and were not able
well with the bat, the team producing a
to produce the sort of collective batting
meagre 152 all out in the decider, the low
performance that was required. One
total following an even lower 123 all out
of the things you expect when you play
in the first match.
the shorter version of the game, whethDespite such low batting performancer it is ODI or T20, you expect a pitch
es, Pollard maintained batting was diffithat is consistent in bounce and pace. I
cult for both sides, which was indicative
think there was a lot of variation in both
that the surface was inadequate for all
bounce and pace.”
batsmen.
It was not the “sort of pitch that you
In the third and final ODI, Australia
would expect for limited overs cricket,”
knocked off their target with 19 overs
he said.
to spare to take the series. Australia also
Harper also noted that the visiting
easily made their highest team total of
batsmen also had difficulty.
the series – 252 for 9 in the first match.
“I must point out that the Australian
The pitch for the first match was used
batters also struggled on the surface, and
once, with the second two matches on
if you look at the stats, you wouldn’t see
the same surface.
that much difference [with the West In“Coming here to Barbados, I think
dies batsmen],” he noted.
both teams struggled on the pitch. I think
“The biggest challenge I thought was
Kieron Pollard
that is unacceptable for international
adapting to the conditions and playing
cricket,” Pollard said.
the situation as well. When we chased the target down [in the
He added, “We’re not going to make excuses. We accept that second ODI], in particular the partnership between Holder and
we batted badly, but I don’t think the scores that we have got- Pooran, they rotated the strike, they picked up a lot of singles,
ten in this three-match series, for two top international teams, I and then picked off the loose balls once they got in, rather than
think that is very embarrassing for us... Coming from St Lucia to trying to create shots,” he said.
this, I think it is absolutely ridiculous.”
There were also half-centuries in the series for Evin Lewis
Elaborating on the conditions of the pitch, Pollard declared, and Pollard, but no West Indies batsman managed more than 69
“It was plain for the world
runs overall in the three
to see… the reality is, we
matches, while leg-spinas players, sometimes we
ner Hayden Walsh Jr finget the brunt of the acished as the lead wicketcusations, and all the bad
taker with seven wickets.
stuff. But give guys the
Harper said despite a
opportunity to come and
few encouraging signs,
play on some good crickthe disappointment in the
eting wickets.”
series had been with the
He added, “It goes
West Indies batting.
back even to our regional
“We had the odd score
cricket as well. I think as a
here and there, but genwhole we need to do beterally from a batting perter, and we as individuals
spective, we were not able
need to do better as well.
to produce the sort of toWest Indies celebrate following the fall of a wicket
So, we are not going to cast
tals that we were looking
blame. We are going to accept responsibility as well. But I think for, and that is what let us down in the very end,” he said.
as a holistic approach and holistic view to move forward."'
Harper added, “I think collectively we did a decent job with
Chief selector Roger Harper was also critical of the quality of the ball. I think Akeal Hosein bowled consistently well, Walsh
the Kensington Oval pitch, and like Pollard, also noted that West bowled well. I think Alzarri Joseph also was very consistent with
Indies’ batsmen had failed to make the adjustments.
the ball, but generally as a batting unit, I don’t think we put it
Harper said the pitch produced too much variation for a lim- together. It was good to see the way we chased the target in the
ited overs game. He added it left the home side’s batsmen with an second game… but generally our batting was a challenge.”
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Stokes away to ‘prioritise mental well being’

E

ngland all-rounder Ben Stokes
dred, as well as captaining a makeshift
announced late last month he
England side to a 3-0 One Day series
had decided to take an indefinite
victory over Pakistan after the firstbreak from cricket with immediate efchoice squad had to go into isolation.
fect “to prioritise his mental well being”.
He has been replaced by Somerset
Stokes’ decision was announced by
player Craig Overton.
the England and Wales Cricket Board
Said former England batsman Kevin
last week.
Pietersen in support,. “It was quite inHe will not play in the Test series
teresting because when [Stokes] got
now underway against India.
asked a question about his finger the
As well as stepping back for the sake
other night, his response was not your
of his mental well being, Stokes is also
normal response ... it was like there was
seeking to rest his injured left index finsomething more. I hope he’s okay – he’s
ger, which has not fully healed since his
a fabulous cricketer, one of the best in
return to competitive cricket.
the world at the moment.”
Managing director of England men’s
Also writing on Twitter in support
cricket, Ashley Giles said, “Ben has
was Gary Lineker, the one-time EngBen Stokes
shown tremendous courage to open up
land striker. He said, “Wishing @benabout his feelings. Our primary focus has always been, and will continue stokes38 a speedy recovery. When our sporting heroes are brave and
to be the mental health and welfare of all of our people. The demands open up about their mental health problems, it will help others realise
on our athletes to prepare and play elite sport are relentless in a typical they are not alone with theirs.”
environment, but the ongoing pandemic has acutely compounded this.”
Former England player Brian Moore also wrote on Twitter, “Best
He added, “Spending significant amounts of time away from family, wishes to Ben Stokes. I hope his mental health issues get sorted out as
with minimal freedoms, is extremely challenging. The cumulative effect quickly as possible and without criticism.”
of operating almost continuously in these environments has had a major
Former Sri Lanka batsman Kumar Sangakkara was also supportive,
impact on everyone. Ben will be given as long as he needs, and we look saying: “It must be a very, very tough time for Ben and his family. It won’t
forward to seeing him playing cricket for England in the future.”
be a decision made easily, but it brings into focus the level elite players
Stokes has been coping with life in bio-secure bubbles during the past play at – your coping mechanism can only deal with so much. Different
16 months. He has played with the Rajasthan Royals in the Indian Pre- individuals deal with things differently. Some are able to cope with it and
mier League, and with England’s Test and limited-overs squads.
some aren’t and over time you can reach a point where you need a break.
During that time, he also had to deal with the death of his father in But the fact is he has to be okay. He needs the support of good people
December, after he had suffered from brain cancer during the final year around him.”
of his life.
Stokes is the latest high-profile athlete, following Japan’s Naomi Osaka
Stokes has also played a lot of cricket this summer. He featured for and US gymnast, Simone Biles, to prioritise mental well-being over comDurham in the T20 Blast, and for Northern Superchargers in the Hun- petition.

English white-ball tour of Bangladesh postponed

E

ngland’s white-ball tour of Bangladesh
has been postponed indefinitely. It was
originally scheduled for September and
October this year.
According to sources within English cricket
that spoke with ESPNcricinfo earlier this week,
the decision to postpone the series was made
by the Bangladesh Cricket Board. However, no
confirmation was made earlier this week. It was
also sourced by ESPNcricinfo a reason for the
cancelation could be due to complications with
Covid-19 protocols.
As ESPNcricinfo reported further, the postponement now clears the way for those in-

volved to return to the IPL when it resumes
in the UAE come September 19. The IPL was
canceled after 29 matches earlier this year due
to a spike in Covid-19 infections inside the biobubbles.
The English Cricket Board are set to allow
its players to take part in the remainder of the
tournament, arguing it will provide ideal preparation for the T20 World Cup. This tournament
will be staged in the UAE a few weeks later.
Meanwhile, players not involved in the IPL
will get a chance to rest before England embark
on a packed winter touring schedule. Included
in this schedule are the T20 World Cup, which

begins on October 17 in the UAE, with a few
first-round games played in Oman, and then
there is the Ashes that takes place in Australia.
England are also scheduled to tour Pakistan
for two T20Is on October 14-15 as part of the
preparations for the T20 World Cup. The Pakistan Cricket Board and the ECB are currently
confident this tour will go ahead.
ESPNcricinfo reported that both boards are
in favour of rescheduling the Bangladesh series
for late 2022 or early 2023, with January 2023
offering the best solution. The ECB have also
indicated they will complete their aborted limited-overs tour of South Africa at some stage.

“UAE's Inaugural Premier League T20 will
be played across UAE in January and February
2022. The new six-team franchise-style league
has been sanctioned by Minister of Tolerance
and Coexistence and Emirates Cricket Board
Chairman Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan,” the ECB said in a statement.

“The hallmark of the new league is that it
will have the highest number of international
players in a squad. This unique aspect of the
league will attract some of the biggest names in
world cricket, while also giving a platform and
international exposure to upcoming players.”
The ECB also launched a logo on Monday
that depicts UAE’s national symbol, which is a
Falcon.
“We believe we have created a logo that
honours and reflects UAE’s culture, as well as
highlights our sporting prowess. We hope that
this logo serves its intended purpose to unite,
excite, and generate a sense of pride throughout
the cricket community – a players and fans –
across the world,” said Khalid Al Zarooni, the
Premier League T20 chairman.

pand its global presence.”
Royals Sports Group chairperson, and lead
owner of Rajasthan Royals, Manoj Badale, said
in the media release, “We are delighted to have
signed this deal with Manish Patel, to acquire a

majority stake in the Barbados CPL franchise.
We are extremely grateful to the Barbados government for their continued support, and we
look forward to making a positive impact on
both cricket and tourism for the country. We
have ambitious plans for the Royals brand globally, and this is an important strategic step.”
Kumar Sangakkara, RR’s Director of Cricket, said: “Barbados Royals will be an important
part of the Royals’ cricket ecosystem.”
He added, “With a fantastic talent pool of local players, we have the opportunity to innovate
and develop strategies that will benefit the Royals Group.”

Now UAE has its own T20 Championship tournament

A

fter the Indian Premier League and
the ICC Twenty20 World Cup, the
Emirates Cricket Board announced
on Monday it will conduct its own T20 Championship tournament. The tournament will be
called Premier League T20 (PL T20), and will
be played among six teams in January-February next year, Cricbuzz reported.
Of the six teams, at least a couple will involve parties who own IPL franchises as well.
According to the Cricbuzz report, Shahrukh
Khan-owned Knight Riders franchise and
GMR, co-owners of Delhi Capitals, are likely to
be part of the tournament.
It was also learnt that the ECB is in discussions with Chennai Super Kings and Sunrisers
Hyderabad.

CPL franchise Tridents now renamed Barbados Royals

C

aribbean Premier League franchise
Barbados Tridents have been rebranded as the Barbados Royals, a media
release from on the CPL website indicated last
Friday.
According to the CPL release, “The Barbados franchise will change its name following
a deal that sees the Royals Sports Group (EM
Sporting Holdings Limited), the owners of the
Rajasthan Royals IPL franchise acquire a majority stake in the team. The two-time CPL
champions will be rebranded as the Barbados
Royals, a partner franchise of the Rajasthan
Royals, as the Royals Sports Group seeks to ex-
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International
Cricket Schedule
Friday August 6, 2021
Zimbabwe tour of Ireland, 2021 Ireland vs
Zimbabwe, 1st ODI, Civil Service Cricket
Club, Belfast; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT /
11:00 AM LOCAL
India tour of England, 2021 England vs
India, 1st Test, Day 3, Trent Bridge, Nottingham; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT / 11:00
AM LOCAL
Saturday August 7, 2021
India tour of England, 2021 England vs
India, 1st Test, Day 4, Trent Bridge, Nottingham; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT / 11:00
AM LOCAL
Sunday August 8, 2021
Zimbabwe tour of Ireland, 2021 Ireland vs
Zimbabwe, 2nd ODI, Civil Service Cricket
Club, Belfast; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT /
11:00 AM LOCAL
India tour of England, 2021 England vs
India, 1st Test, Day 5, Trent Bridge, Nottingham; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT / 11:00
AM LOCAL
Wednesday August 11, 2021
Zimbabwe tour of Ireland, 2021 Ireland vs
Zimbabwe, 3rd ODI, Civil Service Cricket
Club, Belfast; 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT /
11:00 AM LOCAL
Thursday August 12, 2021
Pakistan tour of West Indies, 2021 West
Indies vs Pakistan, 1st Test, Day 1, Sabina
Park, Kingston, Jamaica; 8:00 AM 02:00
PM GMT / 09:00 AM LOCAL
India tour of England, 2021 England vs India, 2nd Test, Day 1, Lord's, London; 4:00
AM 10:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL
Friday August 13, 2021
Pakistan tour of West Indies, 2021 West
Indies vs Pakistan, 1st Test, Day 2, Sabina
Park, Kingston, Jamaica; 8:00 AM 02:00
PM GMT / 09:00 AM LOCAL
India tour of England, 2021 England vs India, 2nd Test, Day 2, Lord’s, London; 4:00
AM 10:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL.
Saturday August 14, 2021
Pakistan tour of West Indies, 2021 West
Indies vs Pakistan, 1st Test, Day 3, Sabina
Park, Kingston, Jamaica; 8:00 AM 02:00
PM GMT / 09:00 AM LOCAL
India tour of England, 2021 England vs India, 2nd Test, Day 3, Lord's, London; 4:00
AM 10:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL
Sunday August 15, 2021
Zimbabwe tour of Ireland, 2021 Ireland vs
Zimbabwe, 1st T20I, Bready Cricket Club,
Bready, Northern Ireland; 8:00 AM 02:00
PM GMT / 03:00 PM LOCAL
Pakistan tour of West Indies, 2021 West
Indies vs Pakistan, 1st Test, Day 4, Sabina
Park, Kingston, Jamaica; 8:00 AM 02:00
PM GMT / 09:00 AM LOCAL
India tour of England, 2021 England vs India, 2nd Test, Day 4, Lord's, London; 4:00
AM 10:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL
Monday August 16, 2021
Pakistan tour of West Indies, 2021 West
Indies vs Pakistan, 1st Test, Day 5, Sabina
Park, Kingston, Jamaica; 8:00 AM 02:00
PM GMT / 09:00 AM LOCAL
India tour of England, 2021 England vs India, 2nd Test, Day 5, Lord's, London; 4:00
AM 10:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL
Tuesday August 17, 2021
Zimbabwe tour of Ireland, 2021 Ireland
vs Zimbabwe, 2nd T20I, Bready Cricket
Club, Bready, Northern Ireland; 8:00 AM
02:00 PM GMT / 03:00 PM LOCAL
Friday August 20, 2021
Zimbabwe tour of Ireland, 2021 Ireland vs
Zimbabwe, 3rd T20I, Bready Cricket Club,
Bready, Northern Ireland; 8:00 AM 02:00
PM GMT / 03:00 PM LOCAL
Pakistan tour of West Indies, 2021 West
Indies vs Pakistan, 2nd Test, Day 1 Sabina
Park, Kingston, Jamaica, 8:00 AM 02:00
PM GMT / 09:00 AM LOCAL.

GTA L EADE RS REALTY INC., BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Avenue West, Suite 26
Vaughan ON, L4L 4C2
Tel: 416-241-3337 Fax: 416-987-0056
www.teamgtahomes.com
gtaleaders@gmail.com
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Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative
647-894-0764

Brampton
For Sale
$1,999,000

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

A must see!! 4 bedrooms
detached move-in ready
situated on a prime
location of Vaughan/
Brampton border line.
Lots of upgrades in
this bright, extremely
well-kept open concept
family home. Extended
kitchen with large
pantry, cabinets, and
quartz countertop. New
stainless steel appliances,
pot lights throughout,
laundry upstairs, finished
basement with wet bar.
Aggregate concrete
landscaping. Extended
driveway with oversize
deck, and deep backyard
for entertaining.

Toronto

For Sale $799,900

SOLD OVER ASKING!
Location! Location! Location! Bright & spacious freehold
end-unit townhouse with 3 large bedrooms & 2.5 bathrooms. Modern open concept kitchen with eat-in dining
& movable island. Covered balcony great for family BBQs.
Spacious den on ground level with entrance to garage.
Perfect for investors or first time home buyers. Close to all
amenities including places of worship, shopping centres,
steps to TTC, close to major highways: 401,400 & 407.

Brampton

437-235-7599

The Buckingham at Grand Central Mimico
Grand Central Mimico
is Toronto’s new transittailored community.
Anchored by Mimico GO
Station, this community
will be a vibrant, allinclusive & future proof
neighbourhood. Thoughtful
timeless design, transit &
modern amenities converge
to create South Etobicoke’s
most relevant & significant
community.
Starting
From Mid -

$500K
Grand Festival Condos*
Take your life to a whole
new level of fun and
celebration at Grand
at Festival. Vaughan's
spectacular new masterplanned City Center.

Markham

Listed
3-year new executive 2 storey
$799K
for:
freehold townhouse in highly
sought after neighbourhood in
Brampton. No carpet thruout.
Open concept layout with w/o to
backyard. Finished basement with
potential for in-law suite. Close
to major hwys and all amenities
including grocery shopping plazas,
SOLD OVER ASKING!
places of worship.

For Sale
$490,000
SOLD
$50K
OVER
ASKING!!!

Emerald City Condominiums
North York, ON

Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Ralford Chatrie
Sales Representative
416-806-1803

Starting
From Mid- $300K

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

* THE NEXT PHASE
AT FESTIVAL SOUTH
VMC, CANADA’S BESTSELLING CONDOMINIUM
COMMUNITY.
Starting
From the low:

$949,000

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Emerald City 1 is a luxury condominium that defines this new
community at the corner of Sheppard and Don Mills; a particular North York location that is becoming one of the city's most
sought-after places to live.

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

The Mill Landing Condos Georgetown, ON

Starting
From

$700K

Victory Green Markham, ON
Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.
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Starting
From

$400K

An idyllic location, that boasts a quaint village environment
with vibrant urban conveniences. Come home to an elevated community featuring a modern boutique building that
invites exclusive condominium suites & luxurious amenities
that complement your life with abundance and ease.
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$500K

TAB

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

